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Abstract
This review presents the technological infrastructure that will be available at the Extreme Light
Infrastructure Attosecond Light Pulse Source (ELI-ALPS) international facility. ELI-ALPS will
offer to the international scientiﬁc community ultrashort pulses in the femtosecond and
attosecond domain for time-resolved investigations with unprecedented levels of high quality
characteristics. The laser sources and the attosecond beamlines available at the facility will make
attosecond technology accessible for scientists lacking access to these novel tools. Time-resolved
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investigation of systems of increasing complexity is envisaged using the end stations that will be
provided at the facility.
Keywords: attosecond physics, ultrafast phenomena, generation of attosecond pulses, application
of extreme ultraviolet radiation
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
Resolving dynamical processes in time and observing com-
plex structures in space are two fundamental approaches to
understanding the internal evolution and fundamental con-
stituents of physical, chemical and biological systems. The
time-resolved observation of physical phenomena is a key
approach to understanding the correlation between different
degrees of freedom in a system. The pioneering work of
Muybridge [1] started the quest for technological tools to
resolve dynamical processes occurring on ever shorter time-
scales. This has driven impressive technological develop-
ments, culminating with the development of femtosecond (1
fs= 10−15 s) laser pulses at the end of the twentieth century.
These pulses have been used to investigate the dynamics of
atoms in molecular systems, and the scientiﬁc relevance of
these achievements was recognized by awarding the Nobel
prize to Ahmed Zewail for the foundation of femtochem-
istry [2].
The attosecond domain (1 as= 10−18 s) [3] is the current
frontier for reliable reproducible time-based events. This
domain classically corresponds to the timescale of electronic
motion within an atom, and in quantum mechanics the atto-
second timescale is the typical timescale on which dynamics
of coherent superpositions of broadband electronic wave
packets evolve in the core and valence shells. The possibility
to excite and probe the dynamics of such wave packets is
linked to the availability of trains and isolated attosecond
laser pulses, which can be generated by high-order harmonic
generation (HHG)—either in gases or on solid surfaces. The
applications of these pulses in pioneering experiments in
atoms [4], molecules [5] and surfaces [6] have shown that the
observation of electronic dynamics on the attosecond time-
scale can have a potentially large impact in understanding and
controlling electronic correlation processes in simple systems
[7], ultrafast charge migration in molecules [8, 9], and signal
processing at an unprecedented speed [10]. The technology
enabling these investigations still remains very challenging,
and access is limited to the ultrafast laser community [11, 12].
However, time-resolved experiments of ever increasingly
complex systems for fundamental research purposes and the
intertwined potential technological impact calls for a more
widespread use and easy access to attosecond technology, in
particular for scientiﬁc communities such as chemists, bio-
chemists, condensed matter physicists and, more generally,
materials scientists.
The primary mission of the Extreme Light Infrastructure
Attosecond Light Pulse Source (ELI-ALPS) facility in
Szeged, Hungary is to provide the international scientiﬁc
community with attosecond sources beyond the current state-
of-the-art in terms of repetition rate, intensity and reliability.
This will be realised by using novel primary laser sources
having unprecedented characteristics in terms of average
power, pulse duration and repetition rate. These primary
sources will drive high-order harmonic generation in gases
and on solid surfaces, and will deliver attosecond light pulses
in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and soft x-ray region at high
repetition rates and high intensities. pump–probe capabilities
using these pulses and a fraction of the driving ﬁelds will be
offered with temporal synchronization in the attosecond
regime. The scaling of well established approaches, and novel
schemes and targets will be investigated to generate attose-
cond pulses. The application of such pulses for a large
community of specialists and non-experts will be made
available at the facility by means of permanently installed end
stations, and will facilitate experiments on atoms, molecules,
complex structures, and solid and liquid interfaces.
This review presents the new primary laser sources that
will be installed at ELI-ALPS in section 2. In section 3, the
secondary sources, which will be driven by the primary laser
sources for the generation of trains and isolated attosecond
pulses by HHG in gases or on surfaces will be reviewed in
detail. The application of the primary as well as secondary
radiation will be brieﬂy discussed in section 4, along with the
user end stations that will be operational at the facility.
Conclusions will be presented in section 5.
2. Primary sources at ELI-ALPS
The research infrastructure at ELI-ALPS is based on four
main laser sources: three operating in the 100W average
power regime in the near-infrared (IR), and one at 15W in
the mid-IR (MIR). These systems, operating at different
repetition rates and peak powers, are designed to deliver
pulses with unique parameters—e.g. unmatched ﬂuxes and
extreme bandwidths—yet to provide stable and reliable
operation so that the facility can perform frontier research in
attophysics as well as serving the user community. The spe-
ciﬁcations of the lasers, especially their ultrabroad bandwidth,
high peak power and high stability, have induced a strong
change of paradigm in laser front end architecture. None of
the laser systems are based on Kerr-lens mode-locked tita-
nium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) oscillators and regenerative ampliﬁers.
Instead, sub-ps ﬁber oscillators are employed, and the resul-
tant pulses are then ampliﬁed in ﬁbers, generating white light
pulses, which exhibit passive carrier-envelope phase (CEP)
stability. Such solutions are combined with very extensive
and sophisticated engineering so that all systems are able to
run continuously for at least eight hours on a daily basis.
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All laser systems will be run from their own oscillator
and front end. Sub-fs accuracy timing will be provided by
synchronizing the oscillators to the facility clock along with
direct timing of the ampliﬁed pulses at the target through
balanced optical cross correlators. The high repetition rate
(HR) system is designed to run with coherently combined
ﬁber lasers and non-linear optical pulse compressors, offering
TW peak power from <6fs pulses at 100kHz. The system
will feed the gas high-harmonic sources with sub-cycle con-
trolled laser pulses (1 mJ, sub-6 fs) from late 2017. The ulti-
mate speciﬁcation will be available for attosecond source
developers by the end of 2019.
The 1kHz repetition rate single cycle (SYLOS) system
has been generating 4.5TW, sub-10fs pulses since late 2016,
and will serve the future XUV and soft x-ray attosecond pulse
sources based on high-harmonic generation from gaseous and
solid targets. The performance of SYLOS will be upgraded in
two steps over two years to 20TW peak power at sub-6fs,
whilst maintaining a CEP stability better than 250mrad.
The petawatt power class laser has two arms. The ﬁrst
arm (HF-PW, high ﬁeld petawatt) is the high ﬁeld (HF) laser,
which will deliver sub-20fs optical pulses of 2PW peak
power with ultra-high temporal contrast (C ∼ 1011) at 10Hz
by mid 2019. The second arm (HF-100, high ﬁeld 100 Hz)
provides a reduced peak power (50 TW) but at a higher
repetition rate (100 Hz). The HF laser sources will enable
research on novel attosecond sources going beyond the keV
photon level, which can be based on surface harmonics as
well as Thomson scattering. These lasers would also facilitate
regional radiobiological research with ion beams.
2.1. High repetition rate laser system
The HR laser is an optical ﬁber based system that operates at
100kHz repetition rate and delivers pulses with sub-2cycle
duration at 1mJ (phase 1, June 2017) and 5mJ (phase 2, late
2018). The HR laser system relies on optical ﬁber technology
[13, 14] featuring coherent combination [15] with subsequent
non-linear compression [16, 17], which enables highly efﬁ-
cient ampliﬁcation and compression to TW pulse peak powers
centered around 1030 nm [18]. The primary application of
this laser system is in gas higher harmonic generation
(GHHG), in order to achieve high quality, coherent attose-
cond pulses in the XUV spectral region. The expected para-
meters of the HR laser in phase1 and phase2 are listed in
table 1.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the HR laser system. The
laser system is based upon a CEP stable ﬁber oscillator
emitting pulses around 1030nm with 20nm bandwidth. The
repetition rate of the 80MHz oscillator is reduced to 100kHz
using two acousto-optic modulators. Two subsequent pre-
ampliﬁer systems, consisting of large pitch ﬁbers (LPFs,
65 μm core diameter, 1 m length), enhance the average power
to 20W. The front end is completed by a double-pass grating
stretcher, providing enough dispersion to stretch the pulses
to 2ns.
The output pulse from the front end is divided to eight
channels, and each channel is coupled to a separate LPF
ampliﬁer pumped by high-power CW diodes, each with a
pump power of 80W. Three diodes can be coupled into one
ﬁber; therefore the maximum applicable pump power would
be 240W. However, safety and long-term stability reasons
limit pumping of a single ﬁber channel to 100W, which
results in amplifying the nanosecond pulses up to 60W
average power per channel without any spectral and spatial
distortion. The ampliﬁed pulses are then coherently combined
with 90% efﬁciency, resulting in a 100kHz repetition rate
pulse train of 440W average power. Phase-locking is
achieved using piezo actuators and Hänsch–Couillaud
detectors to measure the phase difference of each channel
relative to a reference channel. A compressor is used after the
main ampliﬁer, to shorten the pulses close to the transform
limit (∼200 fs). The pulses are compressed below two optical
cycles in a two-stage non-linear hollow core ﬁber (HCF)
compressors, each ﬁlled with a noble gas in order to achieve a
high nonlinearity of the propagation medium. The residual
dispersion is compensated by chirped mirrors after each HCF
stage. To maintain the CEP of the total system, an f-to-2f
Table 1. Parameters of the HR laser system in phase1 and phase2.
Parameters HR1 HR2 (targeted)
Center wavelength lc 1030 nm 1030 nm
Repetition rate 100kHz 100kHz
Average power >100W >500W
Pulse energy >1mJ >5mJ
Pulse duration (@lc) <6.2 fs (<1.85
cycles)
<6.2 fs (<1.85
cycles)
Output energy stability <0.8% (rms) <0.8% (rms)
Beam quality (Strehl ratio) >0.9 >0.9
CEP stability <100 mrad (rms) <100
mrad (rms)
Beam pointing instability <2.5% (diffr.
limited div.)
<2.5%
Trouble-free uninterrupted
operation
>8 h >8 h
Figure 1. Scheme of the HR laser system with three major sub-
systems: the front end, the main ampliﬁer and the non-linear
compression stages. (CM: chirped mirror stage).
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interferometer measures the CEP error at the laser output and
this error is fed back to a phase shifter before the pre-ampliﬁer
stages.
The HR1 laser will be further enhanced by increasing
the pulse energy to 5mJ. The expected parameters of the ﬁnal
HR laser system (HR 2) are listed in table 1. Development of
the HR2 laser will start in early 2017, while the installation is
scheduled for late 2018.
2.2. Single cycle laser system
The SYLOS laser system will be the ELI-ALPS laser work-
horse, combining near-single-cycle pulse duration and multi-
TW peak power at 1kHz repetition rate. Present limitations in
laser technology have forced the development of SYLOS to
be concurrent with the removal of technical bottlenecks, so
that the ﬁnal target parameters of 20TW peak power and sub-
two-cycle pulse duration can be realized. The current and
targeted major parameters of SYLOS are listed in table 2. The
initial SYLOS system (SYLOS 1), developed in phase1, is
designed with a double-CPA conﬁguration for high temporal
contrast (C > 1010), and relies on non-collinear optical para-
metric chirped pulse ampliﬁcation (NOPCPA) technology
seeded by white light, developed by Light Conversion Ltd., to
achieve ﬁnal ampliﬁed spectral bandwidths supporting sub-
10fs compressed pulse duration at 820nm central wave-
length. The different NOPCPA stages are pumped by a state-
of-the-art frequency doubled diode pumped Nd:YAG pico-
second pump laser (PPL, EKSPLA Ltd.), delivering >350W
of average power in four separate beams at 532nm.
Figure 2 shows the block design of SYLOS1. The front
end features a modiﬁed PHAROS femtosecond chirped pulse
ampliﬁer system (fs-CPA, Light Conversion Ltd.), consisting
of an Yb-based oscillator (synchronized to the ELI-ALPS
master clock) and a regenerative ampliﬁer, producing
>1.5mJ pulses at 1030nm wavelength. A fraction of the
oscillator output is ﬁltered out to provide a 1064nm seed
beam for the PPL chain. Approximately 10% (100-150 μJ) of
the regenerative ampliﬁer output is sent into a passive CEP
locked pulse generator (fs-OPA-CEP), where it is temporally
compressed, frequency doubled and split. The passively CEP
stable 1.3–1.5μm idler pulses from the OPA (optical para-
metric ampliﬁer) stage are compressed and used to drive
white light generation (WLG) and provide broadband seed
pulses around 800nm wavelength for the next stage (fs-
NOPA, non-collinear OPA). The 600–1000nm signal is
ampliﬁed up to >50μJ in a series of NOPA stages pumped
by the compressed and frequency doubled remainder of the
PHAROS output. The ampliﬁed signal is then sent into a
grism-based stretcher and dazzler (by FASTLITE) to provide
>0.5μJ, 75ps seed pulses for the NOPCPA power stages.
The 750–1000nm stretched pulses are ampliﬁed up to
>50mJ in four consecutive BBO-based NOPA stages (BBO:
beta-barium borate) pumped by the different beams of the
PPL. Finally, the ampliﬁed pulses are compressed using a
combination of mixed glass blocks (bulk) in air and chirped
mirrors under vacuum to produce <10fs pulses with >45mJ
energy and stable CEP at 1kHz.
2.3. High field laser system
The HF laser of ELI-ALPS consists of two laser systems fed
by a common front end (ﬁgure 3). The HF-PW arm, being
built by Amplitude Technologies Inc., will deliver optical
pulses at the PW peak power level with an ultra-high temporal
contrast (C >1011) as well as the shortest pulse duration and
the highest repetition rate achievable by the state-of-the-art
laser technology. In numbers this means sub-20fs pulses with
2PW peak power at 10Hz repetition rate. The major para-
meters of the laser pulses delivered by the HF laser are listed
in table 3.
The system will have a second arm (HF-100) with sub-
four-cycle pulses, with a reduced peak power of 50TW but a
higher repetition rate of 100Hz. A common front end seeding
of both arms ensures a high level of synchronization between
both beams.
The HF-PW arm is based on a Ti:Sapphire and OPCPA
hybrid architecture. The front end will provide millijoule level
pulses with a bandwidth supporting 10fs pulses at a high
temporal contrast (C > 1012). This is achieved in a novel
combination of ﬁber oscillator, non-linear frequency conver-
sion and OPCPA, which has been never used before in PW
lasers. A portion of the 2mJ, 1030nm pulse from the sub-
picosecond ﬁber based pump laser is used to generate white
light. The difference frequency generation stage (DFG)
assures high-accuracy passive CEP stability. These pulses are
frequency doubled to a central wavelength of 1600nm. The
pulses are recompressed after optical parametric ampliﬁca-
tion, and once more frequency doubled, providing seed pulses
at the central wavelength of 800nm. These pulses are split to
seed the HF-PW and HF-100 arms. An ampliﬁcation to
∼2mJ pulse energy is then introduced to the high repetition
rate arm seed. Finally, cross-phase modulation (XPW) is
applied in each arm to reach the required bandwidth, smooth
spectral proﬁle, high quality spatial mode and high temporal
contrast before the pulse enters the stretchers.
The preampliﬁers and the power ampliﬁer stages
(ﬁgure 3) of the HF-PW laser rely on Ti:sapphire technology.
In this case the total gain and thus the gain narrowing are low
enough to support pulses with duration below 20fs. Addi-
tional bandwidth correction is accomplished with dielectric
coated spectral ﬁlters installed between the ampliﬁcation
Table 2. Current (SYLOS 1) and targeted major parameters for the
SYLOS laser system.
Parameters SYLOS1 SYLOS2 (targeted)
Peak Power 4.5TW 20TW
Pulse duration <4 cycles <2 cycles
Center wavelength 820nm 900-1000nm
Repetition rate 1kHz 1kHz
CEP stability 250mrad <200mrad
Energy stability <1.5% <1.5%
ASE contrast >1010 >1010
Strehl ratio >0.85 >0.85
PPL pulse duration 75ps <75ps
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stages, similarly to the Apollon laser [19]. The ﬁnal ampliﬁers
are pumped by two P60 lasers (60 J, 532 nm, 10 Hz) using
Twin Ampliﬁer Technology (Amplitude Technologies).
The HF-100 arm is under design at ELI-ALPS. The
speciﬁed 50TW at 10fs pulses require a greater bandwidth
than the HF-PW arm, and will most likely use a combination
of OPCPA, the newly-developed polarization encoded CPA
scheme [20] and thin disk Ti:Sapphire [21, 22] technologies.
2.4. Mid-infrared laser system
The MIR laser will produce radiation in the mid infrared
domain (ﬁgure 4), where efﬁcient laser materials are not
currently available and thus is speciﬁed very differently from
the other ELI-ALPS laser systems in many respects. For
example, an average power of 15W may appear rather low
when compared to the HR and SYLOS (100W) or HF
(300W) systems. The MIR laser has been designed to operate
at a repetition rate compatible with coincidence experiment
and the HR laser (see section 2.1). The technology used is
suitable for producing few-cycle pulses with intrinsic CEP
stability. Typical parameters targeted for the MIR laser are
given in table 4. The MIR laser provides femtosecond mid
infrared pulses in a OPCPA architecture at a repetition rate of
100kHz (ﬁgure 5). The OPCPA is optically pumped by two
intense industrial grade lasers, based on diode pumped
Ytterbium-doped laser materials operated at 100kHz repeti-
tion rate. Both pumps are injected by splitting the output of a
commercial femtosecond ﬁber oscillator delivering 200fs
pulses. This seed laser is frequency stabilized and synchro-
nized to the ELI-ALPS master clock, allowing synchroniza-
tion of the MIR output pulses with other systems (HR or
SYLOS) with a timing jitter of only a few fs. The ﬁrst pump
laser consists of a 20W ﬁber CPA system delivering 300fs
pulses with a pulse energy of 200μJ. The second pump laser
(Yb:YAG CPA) provides 200W, 1ps pulses with a pulse
energy up to 2mJ with excellent beam quality and stability.
Both pumps are actively synchronized to ensure a very lim-
ited timing jitter between the pump pulses, which enhances
CEP stability as well as leading to a better pulse-to-pulse
amplitude stability. A small fraction of the 20W system
generates a stable and ultra-broadband supercontinuum,
which is further ampliﬁed in OPA stages. The ampliﬁed
signal is then tailored with an acousto-optic pulse shaper. The
3μm idler beam is generated in a difference frequency gen-
eration (DFG) stage. The 200W pump laser ampliﬁes the
3μm beam in a series of OPAs. The non-linear crystals used
in this setup vary depending on the OPA stage. For example,
broad gain bandwidths could be obtained with thin periodi-
cally poled crystals, and higher energy ampliﬁcation may
result from wave mixing in potassium titanyl arsenate (KTA)
crystals. All delays are controlled by motorized translation
stages. Finally, a compression setup compensates for the
accumulated dispersion to deliver few-cycle pulses close to
the transform limit.
A third beam is also generated at a wavelength ranging
from 1400nm up to 1750nm due to the three-wave-mixing
process involved in the ampliﬁcation. Unfortunately, this
beam is not CEP stable but can still be compressed below
100fs. This beam has similar energy (150 μJ) to that of the
MIR beam and may turn out to provide a precious additional
radiation source for pump–probe experiments.
Figure 2. Block diagram for SYLOS1 laser system.
Figure 3. Block scheme of the HF laser system.
Table 3. Major parameters of the HF laser system.
Parameters HF-PW arm HF-100 arm (targeted)
Peak Power 2PW 50TW
Pulse duration <17 fs <10 fs
Center wavelength 800nm 800–850nm
Repetition rate 10Hz 100Hz
CEP stability NA <250mrad
Energy stability <1.5% <1.5%
ASE contrast >1011 >1011
Strehl ratio >0.85 >0.85
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3. Attosecond sources at the ELI-ALPS facility
3.1. Introduction
The radiation from the lasers introduced in the previous
section constitutes a rich experimentation ﬁeld in its own
right, especially for strong-ﬁeld physics or novel schemes of
particle acceleration. However, the primary goal of ELI-
ALPS is to provide the scientiﬁc community with sources of
XUV attosecond pulses that are superior to any currently
available sources. In this section, these secondary sources will
be introduced with an overview of conceptual and technolo-
gical innovations, their designated range of operations, and
compared and constrasted with other XUV and sub-fs pulse
sources. An in-depth discussion of the construction and
capabilities of each beamline will also be given in the sub-
sequent sections.
ELI-ALPS will initially host ﬁve beamlines for the
generation of attosecond light pulses based on two distinct
physical processes. Four beamlines will utilize the well
established GHHG, and one novel surface high-harmonic
generation (SHHG) by coherent wake emission in surface
plasmas. GHHG is a process of highly non-linear frequency
upconversion, in which the laser ﬁeld tunnel ionizes a noble
gas atom or molecule, accelerates the liberated electron, and
ﬁnally recollides it at high kinetic energy with the parent ion,
thereby emitting bursts of XUV and soft x-ray pulses [3].
Two GHHG beamlines will be driven by the HR laser, and
two by the SYLOS laser. The SHHG beamline will be
operated by the SYLOS laser.
In the HR beamlines, pulse energies are moderate but the
high repetition rate results in a very high average power, and
as a result of the large coherent bandwidth of the HR pulse,
mirrors with metallic coatings cannot be completely avoided.
These mirrors will experience a high thermal load as a con-
sequence of the ﬁnite absorption, requiring an efﬁcient
cooling scheme. Traditional water-cooled mirror mounts
could lead to excessive CEP ﬂuctuations due to mechanical
vibrations. Alternative approaches such as special heat con-
ductive substrates are also being currently investigated.
Custom tailored, matched dielectric coatings will be applied
in other parts of the beamline that are compatible with the
large bandwidth and maintain a minimal overall GDD. One
beamline will be dedicated to experiments in atoms and
molecules in the gas phase, and will be indicated as GHHG
HR GAS. The other beamline has been designed for experi-
ments on surfaces and solid state targets, and will be indicated
as GHHG HR CONDENSED. This beamline will also
include a time-preserving monochromator, making it parti-
cularly suitable for condensed matter physics.
The upscaling of the pulse energy in the GHHG beam-
lines is not straightforward, and generates several physical
and technological challenges—especially the fundamental
limitations of GHHG by the ionization of the generation
medium. The ﬁrst challenge is to design a GHHG beamline
Figure 4. Atmospheric transmittance and the MIR laser emission band.
Table 4. Major parameters of the MIR laser system.
Parameters MIR Laser
Center wavelength 3.1μm
Average Power 15W
Pulse duration <4 cycles
Pulse energy <150μJ
Repetition rate 100kHz
CEP stability <100mrad
Energy stability <1.0%
Tunability 2.4μm–3.9μm
Strehl ratio >0.5 Figure 5. Block diagram of the MIR laser system. (DPSSL: diode
pumped solid state laser, FCPA: ﬁber CPA, SC: supercontinuum,
DFG: difference frequency generation).
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that can efﬁciently use high pulse energies from the primary
sources—especially SYLOS—and two different approaches
will be implemented at ELI-ALPS. One SYLOS-driven
beamline (GHHG SYLOS LONG) will employ an extremely
loose focusing scheme, and will be coupled with a long
interaction cell and very low gas pressures. This combination
obeys geometrical scaling predictions and pressure related
phase matching considerations governing GHHG in extended
media [23–25]. The other SYLOS-driven beamline (GHHG
SYLOS COMPACT) will also rely on loose focusing, but will
utilize a high-pressure medium where phase matching is
ensured by the short interaction length [26]. Both beamlines
will apply multiple generation regions to increase the output
power by quasi-phase-matching and/or multicolor schemes.
Another more technical issue is how to separate the
residual IR light from the generated XUV light without
causing damage to the optics, ﬁlters and detectors. Again, two
different strategies are followed in the SYLOS GHHG LONG
and COMPACT beamlines. The former relies on long pro-
pagation distances to sufﬁciently reduce the ﬂuence imping-
ing on the dichroic optics. The latter uses a radially structured
generating beam and a complementary spatial ﬁlter (pinhole)
to remove most of the IR light while admitting the on-axis
propagating XUV light to the experimental section.
Thought has also to be given to the phase stability of the
interferometers that are present in each beamline to permit
cross-correlation and two-color schemes with attosecond
resolution. Several innovative strategies to avoid vibrations
are already realized in the building architecture. Furthermore,
active path length stabilization is implemented in the Mach–
Zehnder interferometers of the HR beamlines, whereas an
intrinsically stable in-line phase delay interferometer will be
integrated into the COMPACT beamline. This approach
offers less ﬂexibility in IR beam parameters—but the main
emphasis of this beamline is on non-linear XUV interactions
and XUV-XUV pump–probe experiments.
As a consequence of the cutting edge nature of the pri-
mary lasers of ELI-ALPS, an intense research program will be
devoted to the further advancement of the attosecond source
performance and also used for exotic pulse parameters
requested for special user experiments. Similarly, diagnostics
of attosecond pulses must also keep pace with the evolving
pulse production, and a dedicated group will pursue
corresponding activities on all beamlines. The SHHG beam-
line will be initially dedicated to the development of this new
generation technique, and an extension to SHHG by the
relativistically oscillating mirror (ROM) process is also
planned.
The remainder of the current section will be used for a
brief comparison with other XUV and attosecond sources
currently available.
Strong XUV and x-ray pulses have for a long time been
almost exclusively associated with third and fourth generation
radiation sources—synchrotrons and free electron lasers
(FELs)—respectively. In terms of output power and max-
imum photon energy, HHG will not be a competitor in the
near future, but power is not the sole prerequisite for many of
the experiments that are the focus of current atomic,
molecular and optical (AMO), condensed matter surface and
plasma science. The envisioned research topics of ELI-ALPS
(section 4 and [27]) and its users will consider parameters
including pulse duration, tunability, peak intensity, stability,
repetition rate and coherence as well as the synchronization to
other sources. Synchronization on the sub-fs time scale can
only be achieved if an optical laser is involved already in the
pulse generation process. Ultrafast lasers thus play a crucial
role in the generation of sub-fs pulses from synchrotrons and
FELs, with the immediate consequence that the repetition rate
is also ultimately limited to the kHz regime. The attosecond
domain remains out of reach, despite seeded FELs (e.g.
FERMI@Elettra, European XFEL) overcoming the stochastic
temporal pulse structure [28] and high jitter—two major
shortcomings of earlier SASE FELs (SASE: self-ampliﬁed
spontaneous emission)—and delivering Fourier-limited pul-
ses with a well controlled time structure and synchonization
[29, 30]. In response to strong interest from the scientiﬁc
community, serious efforts are under way to break the atto-
second barrier. Innovative generation schemes promise future
pulse durations of 50–500as [31, 32] that are already avail-
able today with HHG [33, 34]. Comparing the peak power,
the appropriate metric for non-linear experiments, shows that
current FELs are not that far ahead of state-of-the-art GHHG
[35] (table 5). Also, the different generation methods address
quite different interactions with matter, as the photon energy
of the proposed attosecond FELs lies in the 10 keV range
while GHHG is in 10–120 eV range [36].
The waveform synthesizer(WS) has emerged as another
potential sub-fs source [37, 38]. One scheme is based on
multiplexed solid state laser technology or non-linear propa-
gation to achieve multi-octave coherent bandwidth. Another
one uses Raman processes to generate modulations of the
medium on the molecular scale, to achieve a similar band-
width [39]. Although some schemes have shown TW peak
powers, the main limitation is a center wavelength restricted
to a few eV, precluding it from most AMO experiments.
However, the WS has proven to be an invaluable and
exciting tool for the investigation of sub-fs dynamics in
solids [40, 41].
In summary, there has been a constant growth of sub-fs
pulse sources based on quite different technologies, each with
a distinction of the working photon energy range. HHG will
continue to serve the AMO and condensed matter surface
communities, and venture further into the non-linear interac-
tion regime, whilst the ﬁeld of excellence for FELs will be in
non-linear core electron dynamics and single-shot structural
imaging. Strong-ﬁeld, non-linear and sub-fs dynamics in, for
example, dielectrics, may become the domain of the high-
power waveform synthesizer.
How does ELI-ALPS stand out against existing attose-
cond pulse sources that are operated in various research
laboratories and facilites worldwide? To put it into a simple
catchphrase, ELI-ALPS seeks to provide the shortest pulse
durations, in the widest spectral range with the highest
repetition rates and the highest pulse energies. Realistically,
these superlatives will not be achievable all at the same time;
this is in fact not even desirable for the experimenter. But the
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facility will thus be able to address a diversity of user
experiments at the extremes of state-of-the-art technology like
no other installation at this time. For instance, 100 kHz atto-
second pulses will signiﬁcantly improve the data quality and
information content of coincidence based measurement
schemes or surface solid state experiments. The possibility to
combine pulses originating from a single driving source,
ranging from the THz all through to the soft x-ray spectrum,
coherently and with sub-femtosecond accuracy is a novelty
that permits highly selective targetting of speciﬁc excitations
and their dynamics in the systems under study. High pulse
intensities from the 1 kHz attosecond beamlines are a starting
point for eagerly awaited studies of non-linear interactions in
the XUV spectral range that to date cannot be performed at
any other installation with adequate statistics. It is the com-
bination of repetition rate, pulse energy and operational sta-
bility (i.e. reliability) which will yield benchmark
experimental data on multi-photon, multi-electron photo-
ionization dynamics and correlations, as well as on electronic,
vibronic and photofragmentation dynamics in atoms and
molecules. The determined effort to develop SHHG will
further broaden the range of such experiments through the
even higher pulse energies that could be achieved in the
future, including photon-hungry applications like structural
and 4D imaging while at the same time providing exper-
imental insights into the fundamentals of plasma dynamics on
the attosecond time scale. High photon energies compatible
with atomic and molecular core excitations will give insight
into related dynamics of inner shell electron excitation and the
further extension of the energy range to the water window by
the use of the MIR driver will provide access to charge
dynamics in biologically relevant systems, once again with
the unique ﬂexibility of the available multicolor sub-fs high-
repetition sources. Granted, a specialized laser system with
streamlined features for a particular experimental invest-
igation could also be built at any other laboratory; but ELI-
ALPS will be the place where these studies can be taken one
step further, providing at least one order of magnitude better
parameters than what can be routinely achieved with common
state-of-the-art technology. In the near future ELI-ALPS will
also commission two PW class lasers with associated particle
beamlines and thus become a focus point for the study of
relativistic and plasma dynamics through the unique combi-
nation of sub-fs resolution capabilities and ultra-high light
ﬁeld intensities. A few planned experiments and major
research areas are brieﬂy mentioned in section 4. For an in-
depth account of the envisioned research directions the reader
is referred to the ‘Scientiﬁc Case’ of ELI-ALPS [27].
3.2. GHHG HR GAS and GHHG HR CONDENSED
The target of the GHHG HR GAS (GAS in the following) and
GHHG HR CONDENSED (CONDENSED in the following)
beamlines is the generation and application of attosecond
pulses at a repetition rate of 100kHz using HHG in noble
gases. These secondary sources will be driven by the HR
laser, and will provide users with attosecond and auxiliary
pulses to perform ultrafast XUV-pump-IR-probe experiments.
The beamlines will feature a double interaction region geo-
metry with the ﬁrst interaction region dedicated to the tem-
poral characterization of the XUV radiation and followed by
the refocussing of the XUV and IR pulses in a second
interaction region, where different user-deﬁned interchang-
able end stations will be placed. It will be possible to perform
at least two experiments at the same time.
The two beamlines are designed to probe different sam-
ples or targets: the GAS beamline is intended for experiments
in transparent targets such as gaseous species, while the
CONDENSED beamline will probe non-transparent samples
such as solid targets. Figure 6 shows that both beamlines have
a similar layout, consisting of ﬁve main sections:
Section 1: IR splitting, IR gating and XUV generation
Section 2: ﬁrst XUV-IR recombination chamber and
focusing section for the ﬁrst target area
Section 3: time-of-ﬂight (TOF) electron spectrometer
placed in the ﬁrst target area to measure the XUV pulse
duration
Section 4: second XUV-IR recombination chamber and
focusing section for the second target area
Second target area: user end station
Section 5: intensity monitor and XUV photon
spectrometer.
Table 5. Parameters deﬁning the different XUV photons sources available.
Rep. rate (Hz) Pulse duration (fs) Pulse energy (μJ) Peak power (GW) Tuning range (eV)
Synchrotrons  106 >102 ≈ -10 9a  -10 9a 10−3–105
SASE FELb 1–5000 30–300 1–500 0.03–16 28–295
Seeded FELc 10 ≈100 20–100 0.2–1 12–60
GHHG 103–105 0.07–0.5 <0.01  -10 3 10–120
10–100 0.07–0.5 0.1–10 10−3–1 10–120
GHHG HRd 105  0.6–1.3 (0.01–0.1)x10−3 < 2 10−4 17–90
GHHG SYLOSd 103  0.5 0.005-0.5  1 10–70
SHHG SYLOSd 103  1  3  3 8–60
a
Estimated from peak brilliance relative to FELs.
b Values for FLASH.
c Values for FERMI at ELETTRA.
d Conservative values, improved operating values expected.
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All sections(1–4) before the user end station are placed
on the same optical table (not shown), in order to improve the
mechanical stability of the beamline. The optical elements for
handling the XUV attosecond beam and the IR femtosecond
beams are mounted on breadboards rigidly anchored to that
optical table. The vacuum chambers are mounted on external
frames, and are mechanically isolated from the optical table to
improve the isolation of the attosecond section from the
external vibrations.
Test samples in the GAS beamline are totally or partially
transparent to XUV radiation, and thus a diagnostic section is
inserted after the second target area for simultaneous in-line
monitoring of the spectral features and intensity stability of
the XUV radiation.
However, the majority of CONDENSED beamline test
samples are intended to be solid. Therefore, the diagnostic
section cannot be inserted after the second target area but has
to be inserted on a separate optical path with non-concurrent
spectral and intensity monitoring.
3.2.1. General optical layout. The optical design of the
beamlines is particularly challenging, especially because of
the extremely high IR average thermal load. The generating
laser has an average power of 100W in phase1, i.e. 1mJ/
pulse at 100kHz, and 500W in phase2, i.e. 5mJ/pulse at
100kHz. Experiments with attosecond pulses require special
attention for the mechanical stability in the optical paths.
The portion of the IR beam that generates the XUV
attosecond radiation co-propagates with the XUV pulses, and
has to be stopped so as to avoid damaging of the XUV optics
by the high thermal load. The use of plates at Brewster angle
to stop the p-polarized component of the IR beam [42] is not
applicable in the case of generation of isolated attosecond
pulses with the polarization gating technique [43], as the IR
beam is elliptically polarized. The use of any cooling
recirculating liquid in vacuum should be avoided, because
vibrations may be transmitted directly to the optical elements
handling attosecond pulses. These considerations lead to the
adoption of annular geometry to generate XUV pulses [44].
Owing to the difference in divergence between the co-
propagating IR beam and the generated XUV beam, efﬁcient
IR rejection can be accomplished by a suitable annular beam
stop. The optical layout of the beamlines in phase1 is shown
in ﬁgures 7 and 8. The optical layout of section1 in phase2
is shown in ﬁgure 9.
The IR beam entering into the ﬁrst vacuum chamber is
immediately split by a holey mirror into beam1 and beam2.
Beam1 is the external component, has an annular section,
and is used to generate attosecond pulses in the annular
geometry. Beam2 is the central part, and propagates toward
the recombination chamber.
Beam1 is sent to the optical stage for the polarization
gating, then to the focusing spherical mirror. A short-focal
mirror will be used for phase1, while in phase2, a long-focal
mirror will be used. After attosecond pulse generation,
beam1 propagates collinearly with the XUV towards CH-
02, and is stopped by a suitable beam dump. The XUV beam
passes through a metallic ﬁlter, located after the beam dump,
and is ﬁnally focused by a grazing incidence ellipsoidal
mirror in the ﬁrst target area where the TOF electron
spectrometer is located.
The XUV-IR relative delay of beam2 is created by an
optical delay stage; then the beam propagates to the
recombination chamber. Beam2, the central part of the IR
beam, has dimensions comparable to the XUV beam and has
to be increased in size, through a telescope arrangement
realized with two concave mirrors in CH-02, before the XUV-
IR recombination. The enlarged beam is focused by a
spherical mirror and recombined with the XUV by a holey
mirror. After the TOF chamber, the XUV and IR beams
propagate to the second recombination chamber. Two optical
conﬁgurations of the XUV-IR recombination may be realized
in order to provide the ﬁnal XUV and IR beams to the users:
Conﬁguration 1: the XUV and IR beams recombine in
CH-02 and then, after the TOF chamber, propagate
collinearly to a grazing incidence toroidal mirror hosted
in CH-04, which focuses both beams in the second
target area.
Conﬁguration 2: the XUV and IR beams can be
recombined in either chamber CH-02, in case of measure-
ments with the TOF, or chamber CH-04, for measurements
in the second target area. A moveable plane mirror in CH-
02 is inserted in the optical path to choose between the two
options.
The choice of the conﬁguration has to be taken during the
commissioning phase of the beamline and depends on the
actual performance, as both conﬁgurations have advantages
and drawbacks. The ﬁrst conﬁguration is easier to align and
Figure 6. Layout of the two GHHG HR beamlines: (a) GAS, the
diagnostic section is in-line; (b) CONDENSED, the diagnostic
section is in-line (the spectral diagnostics if off-line).
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the two target areas can be operated simultaneously. In the
second conﬁguration, there is a higher XUV photon ﬂux as
the last focusing mirror can be operated at a lower grazing
angle.
The last section consists of an XUV intensity monitor
and a photon spectrometer. The XUV absolute intensity is
measured by a calibrated metallic photodiode that is
completely blind to IR. The XUV photon spectrometer
adopts an established design with high ﬂexibility [45–47],
that allows the measurement of either spectrum and
divergence simultaneously, or the spectrum only with better
signal-to-noise ratio. In the GAS beamline, the diagnostic
section is inserted in the main optical path after the second
target area, which is intended for experiments in transparent
targets such as gaseous species. In the CONDENSED
beamline, the diagnostic section is on a different optical
path, and is operated alternatively to the users experiments, by
inserting a suitable deﬂecting mirror.
3.2.2. Detailed layout. The optical layout of the two
beamlines are now discussed in greater detail; a
fundamental beam with a central wavelength of 1030nm
and a FWHM diameter of 12mm is assumed. Figures 7 and 8
show that the IR beam is initially split by a holey mirror at
45° into the annular external part, used to generate attosecond
pulses (beam 1), and the central part that is later recombined
with the XUV (beam 2). The diameter of the central hole that
gives a 70:30 ratio is 8.5mm, although mirrors with holes of
various diameters will be tested to optimize the IR/XUV ratio
for pump–probe experiments. A central hole with 8 mm
diameter is assumed. Immediately after the splitting mirror,
two systems can independently stop the two IR beams. The
Figure 7.Optical layout of the phase1 GAS beamline with IR (red) and XUV (blue) paths. The vacuum chambers are divided in sections and
numbered consecutively, e.g. CH-01.03 is the third chamber of section 1. Two possible conﬁgurations are presented: (a) IR and XUV are
recombined once just before the ﬁrst target area and then propagate collinearly up to the users target area; (b) IR and XUV are recombined
either in the ﬁrst recombination chamber for the measurements in the ﬁrst target area using the time-of-ﬂight spectrometer or in the second
recombination chamber for the measurements in the users target area. Legend: BD, beam dump; DS, delay stage; SM, spherical mirror; PM,
plane mirror; GC, gas cell; MF, metallic ﬁlter; EM, ellipsoidal mirror; TS, telescope section; TM, toroidal mirror; IM+SM, intensity monitor
+ spectrometer mirror; DG, diffraction grating; XD, XUV detector.
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beam stop is a mirror at 45° with a broadband coating
centered at 1030nm, deﬂecting the laser beam 90° toward a
high average power beam dump mounted externally to the
vacuum chamber through a window with anti-reﬂection
coating centered at 1030nm. The beam dump is water-
cooled, and thus mechanically separated from the optical
tables to isolate from potential vibrations.
Beam1 initially propagates through two wedges, used to
compensate for dispersion and to change the relative phase
between beam1 and beam2, and then passes through two
ultra-broadband birefringent plates, used to realize the
polarization gating for the generation of isolated attosecond
pulses. The beam is ﬁnally focused by a spherical mirror at
almost normal incidence, located in either the auxiliary
chamber CH-01.03 for phase1 or in CH-01.04 for phase2.
Assuming a laser peak intensity in the gas cell of the order of
-10 W cm15 2 results in estimated focal lengths of 2.2m
(phase 1) and 5.7m (phase 2). The actual focal length to be
used for the XUV generation will be determined during
beamline commissioning.
Attosecond pulses are generated in a gas cell containing
noble gases, with a length ranging from 2 to 10mm. These
cells are located in a small generation chamber inside the
main chamber in order to have a restricted volume that is
independently pumped with a high gas load and at relatively
high pressure, (ﬁgure 10). The only apertures between the two
chambers are the two holes that let the IR and XUV beams
propagate and act as differential stages. After the generation,
XUV and annular IR propagate collinearly, with a different
divergence and beam shape.
Beam2 propagates through two wedges that compensate
for dispersion and change the relative phase. The beam is
delayed by a motorized optical delay stage and ﬁnally
propagates toward the recombination chamber. If the optical
path of the beam2 has to be increased to match the XUV and
IR path lengths, it can be sent to a folding plane mirror placed
in the auxiliary chamber CH-01.05. The use of this chamber
is required only for phase2, where the expected focal length
of the spherical mirror is in the 5.5–6m range.
Upon entering section2, the annular IR beam, that
generates XUV pulses is blocked by a suitable beam stop—a
deﬂecting holey mirror placed in vacuum, a window and an
external beam dump placed in air. This mirror has a central
hole to allow the XUV to further propagate; this hole’s
diameter is the same as that of the hole of the beam splitting
Figure 8. Optical layout of the CONDENSED beamline with IR (red) and XUV (blue) paths, phase1. Only conﬁguration1 is presented: IR
and XUV are recombined once just before the ﬁrst target area.
Figure 9. Optical layout of the section1 of the two beamlines in phase2. Two accessory chambers are added to the layout to host:
respectively, a long-focal spherical mirror to generate XUV attosecond pulses, and a folding mirror to realize a longer path for beam2. The
subsequent sections of the beamlines are unchanged.
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mirror projected by the spherical focusing mirror. For
phase1, the hole is assumed to be 6mm and small enough
to stop the annular IR portion and possible IR diffracted light.
An XUV full divergence of 2.7mrad is acceptable in this
case. The XUV is then ﬁltered by a metallic thin foil
(typically aluminum) to block any residual IR light, and to
introduce the required group delay-dispersion to correct for
the XUV pulse chirp.
The XUV beam is then focused by an ellipsoidal mirror
at grazing incidence (5°) giving2.5demagniﬁcation at the
output, i.e. 2.5 m entrance arm and 1 m exit arm. As the
entrance and exit arms are different, a toroidal mirror would
give unacceptable distortions of the wavefront due to coma
and higher-order aberrations leading to temporal pulse
broadening as high as 0.8fs FWHM according to simula-
tions. Therefore, an ellipsoidal mirror, which theoretically
gives no distortion, is employed.
Beam2, entering in CH-02, has a cross-section compar-
able to the XUV, and therefore has to be magniﬁed before
recombination through the holey mirror. This is realized by a
suitable telescope realized with two mirrors in CH-02.
Finally, the beam is focused by a spherical mirror and
recombined with the XUV by a holey mirror at 45° that
reﬂects only an annular portion of the IR and lets the XUV
propagate through its central hole. The position and the focus
of the spherical mirror have to be chosen in order to ensure
that the IR and XUV focus overlaps with the necessary
intensity to permit electron streaking.
Simulations of the focusing conditions for the IR beam
show that, assuming an IR focal length of 1.5m, a
magniﬁcation of the IR beam by a factor 1.5 (e.g. obtained
by a defocusing mirror, f = −1 m and focusing mirror,
f = 1.5 m, separated by 0.5 m) and recombination using a
mirror with a central hole of 6mm, an intensity at the IR
focus of more than -10 Wcm13 2 is achievable—which is
sufﬁcient for streaking effects. The actual magniﬁcation factor
of beam2 before recombination will be determined during
commissioning.
The temporal duration of the attosecond pulses will be
measured in the ﬁrst target area by a TOF electron
spectrometer [48] applying the FROG-CRAB (frequency
resolved optical gating for complete reconstruction of
attosecond burst) technique as discussed in detail in [33].
In conﬁguration1, both XUV and IR beams are
propagating collinearly to CH-04 to a moderate grazing
incidence (10°) toroidal mirror in 1:1conﬁguration, i.e. 1.2m
entrance and exit arms, that focus both beams in the second
target area. In the 1:1conﬁguration, the toroidal mirror gives
negligible aberrations, as all the terms up to the third order are
corrected—in particular, defocusing, coma and astigmatism
[49]. In the geometry here discussed, the distortion of the
wavefront due to the residual aberrations has been simulated
to be ideally 0.015fs FWHM for the central XUV beam
having 1.5mrad divergence, being therefore totally negligi-
ble. For the IR beam, the wavefront distortions have been
calculated with different magniﬁcations in CH-02, resulting in
0.08fs for M=1.5 (12-mm IR cross-section), 0.17fs for
M=2 (16-mm IR cross-section) and 1.0fs for M=3 (24-
mm IR cross-section), again almost negligible when com-
pared to the duration of the IR pulse.
The toroidal mirror is assumed to have a 40nm gold
coating, a standard value for XUV coatings. The average
XUV reﬂectivity is 0.7 in s-polarization and 0.5 in
p-polarization. In the 700–1300nm band, the average mirror
reﬂectivity, absorbance and transmission are respectively
0.99, 0.005 and 0.005 for s-polarized light; 0.84, 0.08, 0.08
for p-polarized light. The mirror mounting will be provided
with a cooling option and a beam dumping system
immediately behind it.
In case of conﬁguration2, the IR-XUV recombination
occurs either in CH-02 or in CH-04. The XUV beam is
focused by a toroidal mirror at grazing incidence (5°) in
1:1conﬁguration, i.e. 1.2m entrance and exit arms. The
mirror is used at a lower grazing angle than conﬁguration1,
i.e. 5° versus 10°, to increase the XUV reﬂectivity. In the
geometry here discussed, the distortion of the wavefront due
to the residual aberrations has been simulated as 0.03fs
FWHM, therefore is negligible. The average XUV reﬂectivity
is 0.85 in s-polarization and 0.70 in p-polarization.
Finally, both XUV and IR are focused in the second
target area, where the user end station can be placed.
Section5 is dedicated to spectral and intensity diagnos-
tics of the XUV attosecond beam. The XUV absolute
intensity is measured by a metallic calibrated photodiode,
that is completely blind to any contribution possibly coming
from the IR diffused light. The XUV spectrum is measured
through a spectrometer equipped with a pre-focusing concave
mirror, a ﬂat ﬁeld variable-line-spaced grating and a
microchannel-plate detector with phosphor screen and CCD
camera. Two different pre-focusing mirrors can be inserted.
The ﬁrst is a toroidal mirror with its tangential focus on the
virtual entrance slit in front of the grating and its sagittal focus
on the detector, to obtain a stigmatic spectrum and therefore
Figure 10. 3D layout of the main chamber of section1. CH-01.01
hosts the optical elements and motorized movements to split and
handle the two IR beams. The gas cell for the generation of
attosecond pulses is hosted in CH-01.02, and is independently
pumped to increase the differential pumping capabilities. The IR
focusing mirror is mounted on an external chamber.
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the best signal-to-noise ratio, even when measuring faint
signals. The alternative is a cylindrical mirror having its
tangential focus on the virtual entrance slit in front of the
grating, to obtain an astigmatic spectrum that may be useful to
measure the divergence of the XUV beam as altered by the
XUV-target interaction [50].
3.2.3. Auxiliary system for interferometric stabilization. The
relative paths between the IR and the XUV beams have to be
stabilized by interferometric measurements, in order to be
able to perform measurements with attosecond time resolution
and long-term stability. The aim of the auxiliary system is to
compensate for any residual mechanical instability that could
affect the temporal resolution in the experiments. The ﬁne
variations of the relative path between the IR and XUV arms
are compensated by a piezo-driven delay stage mounted in the
IR delay line. The system is realized with a frequency
stabilized He-Ne laser, which travels a few centimeters above
the main laser beams. The He-Ne beam is split in two by a
beam splitter rigidly mounted above the holey IR split mirror
and then propagates in two directions following the same path
as the IR and XUV beams, being reﬂected by mirrors that are
rigidly mounted above the same supports holding the main
optics. The beams are ﬁnally recombined and extracted just
before the XUV-IR recombination and the interference
fringes are measured on a 2D camera. A suitable software
program calculates and maintains the constant phase of the
fringes by applying a proper correction to the piezo-driven
delay stage of the IR beam delay line. The speed for the
feedback loop is in the range 2–10Hz.
3.2.4. Attosecond pulse specifications. The main
characteristics of the attosecond pulses from the two
beamlines are summarized in table 6.
3.2.5. Beamline parameters. The beamline parameters are
ﬁnally summarized in table 7.
3.2.6. Future developments: monochromator. The aim of this
section is to show how the CONDENSED beamline could
be possibly modiﬁed in order to add a monochromator
for the selection of a single harmonic or a sub-band. The
design discussed here is preliminary, and can be tailored to
users’ speciﬁc requirements. The main requirements are
listed here:
• The monochromator has to be tunable over the whole
spectral range of the beamline.
• The monochromator section has to be inserted without any
modiﬁcations to the main chambers. Additional chambers
and optical tables can be inserted, keeping the total length of
the beamline within the available space in the laboratory.
• The beamline has to maintain both operating conditions:
attosecond pulses, as in the broadband design, or
monochromatic pulses in the few-to-several femtosecond
time scale using HHG.
• The loss of ﬂux in the broadband beamline due to the
insertion of the monochromator section has to be almost
negligible with respect to the original conﬁguration.
A grating-based monochromator is proposed here, given
the extended range of tunability (17–90 eV). Grating mono-
chromators for ultrafast pulses are divided in two main
categories. The ﬁrst group are conventional monochromators
with a single diffracting stage for monochromatization
resulting in a pulse-front tilt [51]. The second class are
time-delay compensated monochromators with two diffract-
ing stages. The ﬁrst stage provides monochromatization and
the second stage compensates for the pulse-front tilt [52]. The
double-stage monochromator is more complex than the
single-stage but gives extremely high temporal resolution:
time responses shorter than 10fs have already been measured
in existing beamlines [53].
Given the available space in the laboratory and the actual
length of the CONDENSED beamline, a double-stage
monochromator with temporal response in the femtosecond
time scale (typically shorter than 20 fs) and high spectral
resolution (bandwidth in the range from several tens to few
hundreds of eV) is proposed; in the following, it will be
referred to as section6.
The monochromator uses plane reﬂection gratings
illuminated at grazing incidence and mounted in off-plane
geometry [54]. It has been shown that the efﬁciency of such a
mounting is much higher than the classical conﬁguration—the
Table 6. Main characteristics of the attosecond pulses from the GAS and CONDENSED beamlines.
Phase 1 Phase 2
Trains of attosecond
pulses
Isolated attosecond
pulses
Trains of attosecond
pulses
Isolated attosecond
pulses
Spectral range (eV) 17–30 eV (generating gas: xenon or krypton, aluminum ﬁlter)
Output energy at the end station
interaction point (pJ)
15–50 5–15 85–250 25–90
Spectral range (eV) 25–55 eV (generating gas: argon, aluminum ﬁlter)
Output energy at the end station
interaction point (pJ)
5–25 3–8 35–125 10–35
Spectral range (eV) 70–90 eV (generating gas: neon, zirconium ﬁlter)
Output energy at the end station
interaction point (pJ)
3–10 1–3 15–45 4–15
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diffraction efﬁciency of a single grating can be as high as 0.70
[55]. The design requires two toroidal mirrors and one plane
grating for each of the two stages. The ﬁrst mirror collimates
the light coming from the entrance source point, the grating is
operated in parallel light, then the second mirror focuses the
diffracted light on the output focal plane. A slit is placed in
the intermediate focal plane between the two sections to
perform the spectral selection. The wavelength scanning is
provided by rotating the two gratings around an axis passing
through the grating center and parallel to the groove direction.
The geometry of the modiﬁed CONDENSED beamline
as shown in ﬁgure 11 with the additional vacuum chamber,
CH-06, and the slit block, CH-07. The total length of the
beamline is increased by »3 m but is still within the bounds
of the laboratory.
Figure 11(a) shows the monochromatic case. The IR
generating annular beam is blocked by a suitable beam dump
when entering in CH-06. The XUV radiation is monochroma-
tized by the ﬁrst stage on the output slit, then enters the second
stage of the monochromator, to compensate for the pulse-front
tilt and focus the XUV monochromatic light on the TOF
electron spectrometer. The input and output arms of the ﬁrst
stage have to be 2m long to have enough space to
accommodate the beam dump after the generation chamber.
Table 7. The beamline parameters.
SECTION 1 Phase 1 Phase 2
IR splitting »70% (annular), »30%
(central)
XUV generation (beam 1) IR annular beam
IR energy (70:30 splitting ratio) <0.7 mJ/pulse <3.5 mJ/
pulse
IR focusing 2.0–2.5 m 5.5–6 m
IR beam size 12-mm FWHM diameter, 8 mm
central hole
IR secondary beam (beam 2)
Energy (70:30 splitting ratio) <0.3 mJ/pulse <1.5 mJ/
pulse
Beam size 8mm full diameter
SECTION 2
XUV focusing Ellipsoidal mirror
Grazing angle 5°
Entrance arm 2.5 m
Exit arm 1 m
XUV coating Gold, 40 nm
XUV reﬂectivity (13–73 nm) 0.85 (s-polarization) 0.70
(p-polarization)
XUV spot size in the 1st
target area
 m100 m
XUV pulse-front-tilt <0.03 fs
IR focusing Telescope, spherical mirror,
holey mirror
Telescope magniﬁcation 1.5 (12 mm IR section) ÷3
(24 mm IR section)
IR coating Enhanced silver (negligible
GDD) or dielectric (if low-GDD
available)
Focal length 1 m
IR spot size in the 1st target area  m200 m
SECTION 3 Time-of-ﬂight electron
spectrometer
Minimum electron energy »20 eV
Time-of-ﬂight resolution D »T T 100
Field-free drift tube 350 mm standard length,
μ-metal shielded
Microchannel-plate detector Two-stage chevron geometry,
40 mm active diameter
SECTION 4
CONFIGURATION 1
XUV and IR focusing Toroidal mirror
Grazing angle 10°
Entrance/exit arm 1.2 m
Coating Gold, 40 nm
XUV reﬂectivity (13–73 nm) 0.70 (s-polarization) 0.50
(p-polarization)
XUV spot size in the 2nd tar-
get area
 m100 m
XUV pulse-front-tilt <0.03 fs
IR reﬂectivity (700–1300 nm) 0.99 (s-polarization) 0.84
(p-polarization)
Table 7. (Continued.)
IR spot size in the 2nd target area  m200 m
IR pulse-front-tilt <1 fs
SECTION 4
CONFIGURATION 2
XUV focusing Toroidal mirror
Grazing angle 5°
Entrance/exit arm 1.2 m
Coating Gold, 40 nm
XUV reﬂectivity (13–73 nm) 0.85 (s-polarization) 0.70
(p-polarization)
XUV spot size in the 2nd tar-
get area
 m100 m
XUV pulse-front-tilt <0.03 fs
IR focusing Telescope, spherical mirror,
holey mirror
Telescope magniﬁcation 1.5 (12 mm IR section) ÷3
(24 mm IR section)
IR coating Enhanced silver or dielectric
(if low-GDD available)
Focal length 1.2 m
IR spot size in the 2nd target area  m200 m
SECTION 5 XUV diagnostics
Intensity diagnostic Absolutely calibrated metallic
photodiode
Spectral diagnostics Flat ﬁeld spectrometer
Spectral range 13–73 nm
Resolving element »0.03 nm/pixel at 40 nm
(30 μm pixel size on the
phosphor screen)
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The second stage is more compact, with 1m arms, to have the
same focal length toward the TOF as in the original design.
Therefore, to compensate the pulse-front tilt, the groove density
of the gratings in the second stage has to be twice that of the
ﬁrst stage. Depending on the performance requirements, the
monochromator may accommodate several gratings optimized
in different spectral regions, with different energy resolution,
temporal resolution, energy of peak efﬁciency.
The monochromator is assumed to be used with
harmonic pulses generated from laser pulses centered at
1030nm. The harmonics are separated by 2.4eV; therefore, a
resolution of 1eV FWHM is sufﬁcient to separate adjacent
harmonics. Figure 12(a) shows an example of possible
performance of energy resolution in the 100 meV–1eV
range. Note that the compensation of the pulse-front tilt is
typically in the 1–5fs range and below 10fs.
It is worth mentioning that, depending on the require-
ments from the users, the monochromator may be used either
as a double-stage instrument with ultrafast response in the
femtosecond range, (ﬁgure 12(c)) or as a single-stage with
longer temporal response in the 50–200fs range,
(ﬁgure 12(b)). In the latter scenario, only the ﬁrst section
monochromatizes the light, that is later focused on the TOF
spectrometer by the same toroidal mirror used to focus the
attosecond pulses. Having a single diffracting section inserted
in the optical path, the photon ﬂux is increased at the expense
of a longer temporal response.
The broadband case is shown in ﬁgure 11(b). The two
stages of the monochromator are removed from the optical
path, the slit is completely open and the XUV light is focused
on the TOF by two toroidal mirrors used in 1:1conﬁguration
respectively at 2◦ and 3◦ grazing angles. With respect to the
original design, an additional focusing mirror has been added
to the conﬁguration, i.e. two toroidal mirrors instead of a
single ellipsoidal mirror. The loss of ﬂux due to the additional
reﬂection is almost totally compensated by the increase of
Figure 11.Geometry of the modiﬁed CONDENSED beamline to accommodate the double-stage grating monochromator: (a) monochromatic
case; (b) broadband case. The section to be added (ﬁrst stage of the monochromator and slit) is that within the dashed rectangle.
Figure 12.Monochromator performance with four different gratings:
(a) bandwidth on 100μm slit; (b) front-tilt on the slit; (c) front-tilt at
the output.
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reﬂectivity with the grazing angle. Therefore, the expected
throughput for the broadband option is unchanged with
respect to the original conﬁguration.
3.3. GHHG SYLOS COMPACT
3.3.1. General considerations. In this section, the compact
attosecond beamline operating a HHG-based source in gas media
[56, 57] driven by the SYLOS laser chain of the ELI-ALPS
facility is described. Besides the HHG source, the beamline
includes laser beam manipulation setups, XUV radiation
diagnostics and instrumentation relevant to the experimental
exploitation of the attosecond pulses by the users.
The beamline targets optimized vacuum ultraviolet
(VUV)/XUV photon ﬂuxes, pulse durations, multiple opera-
tional spectral regions ranging from the VUV to XUV,
reliable diagnostics, versatility, and long-term operational
stability. The instrumentation, relevant to the realization of
experiments, is aimed to serve general user purposes.
Dedicated user end stations will satisfy the specialized needs
of users; these will be provided by ELI-ALPS (section 4) or
by end stations brought to the facility by the users. One of the
exit ports of the beamline is explicitly designed to accept
these custom user end stations.
A block diagram of the beamline is shown in ﬁgure 13
and the optical layout is presented in ﬁgure 14. The beamline
consists of: SYLOS beam delivery system, 1st polarization
gating chamber (PG1), compressor (CM), laser beam aligning
(LBA) unit, 2nd polarization gating (PG2) chamber, IR
steering unit (IR-st), laser focusing (LF1-3) sections, differ-
ential pumping (DP), XUV generation gas target (XUV-G)
chamber, XUV beam separation/splitting/steering (XUV-
BS), XUV beam manipulation (XUV-BM) chambers, XUV
diagnostics (XUV-D) unit based on non-linear XUV auto-
correlation (XUV-AC) temporal beam characterization, XUV
diagnostics unit based on IR-XUV cross-correlation (XUV-
CC) temporal beam characterization, interface to user end
station (End St.) for gas phase experiments, and interface to
user end station for condensed matter experiments.
It is well established that optimization of GHHG
conversion efﬁciency, i.e. the source output, depends on a
balance between maximum possible driving intensity, satur-
ation effects, target gas properties and propagation effects
(phase matching). Given the high pulse energy of the SYLOS
laser chain at full driving laser energy, operation just below
target ionization saturation intensity, and thus avoiding
unwanted ionization saturation effects, is only possible in
the loose focusing geometry. The diameter of the XUV
radiation has to be expanded to at least a few mm in order to
ensure these operating conditions. Loose focusing, together
with the required XUV beam expansion, forces the beamline
length to be in the order of several meters to tens of meters,
according to optimization studies that have been presented in
the literature [26, 58–60]. The highest XUV photon energy of
the source can be controlled through the target gas type.
The phase1 SYLOS laser chain will deliver pulses too
long for isolated attosecond pulse generation; for this reason, a
polarization gating device (PGD) has to be included in the
described layout in order to conﬁne the attosecond pulse train
(APT) to a single pulse. The PGD may become redundant in
phase2 where the laser pulse duration is expected to be 5fs.
Diagnostics of the XUV radiation refer to the spectrum,
pulse energy, spatial beam proﬁle and coherence, and pulse
duration; the most demanding diagnostic setup is the temporal
characterization of the attosecond pulses. Currently, there are
very few—and by far uncompleted—comparative studies
between existing temporal characterization approaches
[61, 62]. Moreover, advanced versions of the existing
approaches are envisaged for improved attosecond source
parameters. The present beamline incorporates the two main
options used today in attosecond pulse duration metrology,
i.e. IR-XUV/x-ray cross-correlation and non-linear autocor-
relation based approaches.
In those beamline areas where non-linear XUV processes
are to be observed, high XUV intensities are required. These
branches of the beamline are designed to minimize losses. In
other areas which are intended for IR-XUV cross-beams,
maximization of the XUV intensities is less important. Hence,
further XUV reﬂecting elements can be introduced to increase
the versatility of the branch to serve a larger number of
experiments. Most of the instruments and setups used for the
temporal pulse characterization contain general purpose
instrumentation that can serve for user experiments.
Figure 14 shows the schematic layout of the beamline
and the estimated parameters of the proposed beamline at the
source are summarized in table 8.
3.3.2. VUV/XUV photon flux optimization. The aim of the
high-order harmonic source in the COMPACT beamline is
the most efﬁcient conversion of the radiation from a few-cycle
Figure 13. Block diagram of the SYLOS-driven users HHG beamline. The beamline consists of LBA, collinear waveplate PG, LF supporting
three different focal lengths, XUV-G based on a gaseous non-linear medium, XUV-BS, steering and spectral-range-selecting section (XMS),
XUV-D with subsections for XUV-CC and XUV-AC measurements, as well as a number of other diagnostics, and the end station interfacing
(ESI) branch.
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high-power IR laser into the XUV or soft x-rays; its design
requires the consideration of the coherence length Lcoh and the
absorption length Labs in relation to the length of the interacting
medium Lmed. The optimal conditions are >L L3med abs and
>L L5coh abs [63], where p= -( )L k qkqcoh 0 with kq and k0
the wavevectors of the qth harmonic and the fundamental
respectively, and Labs the length where the qth harmonic is
absorbed by a factor -e 1. Thus, the optimum condition is
different for different harmonic order, and requires the design of
the harmonic source to be ﬂexible enough to allow for the
Table 8. Ideal source parameters derived from fundamental laws. APT: Attosecond Pulse Trains; PG: Polarization Gating; FTL: Fourier
Transform Limited.
Target gas Xe Kr Ar Ne He
Phase 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
APT cut-off maximum photon energy (eV) 38 40 54 57 56 59 136 145 291 308
PG maximum photon energy (eV) 42 60 62 154 325
APT conversion efﬁciency/eV (´ -10 6) 85 280 27.5 85 17.5 55 0.325 0.95 0.15 0.48
PG conversion efﬁciency/eV (´ -10 6) 17 110 5.5 34 3.5 22 0.065 0.38 0.03 0.19
FTL APT pulse duration (as)(for Ip w< < E _cut off )a >70 >64 >45 >42 >45 >42 >16 >15 >7 >6
FTL PG pulse duration (as)(for Ip w< < E _cut off )a >60 >40 >40 >15 >6
a
As pulse durations are not known for all cases the FTL values are given here as a lower limit.
Figure 14. Schematic 3D layout of the beamline and top view of the optical layout.
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optimization of different harmonics for different applications. It
has also been shown that when the coherence length is longer
than both the absorption and medium lengths, the photon yield at
the qth harmonic is proportional to h-(( ) ) ( )I S PL1 05 2 spot med 2
[64, 65] where P is the gas pressure, η is the ionization
probability, I0 and Sspot are the laser intensity and spot area at the
interaction region. Three important conclusions can be derived
from this formula. The ﬁrst is that the ionization rate should be
low enough to avoid depletion of the medium. For noble gases,
this condition limits the laser intensity to the range of
´ - ´1 10 1 1014 15 W cm–2. The second conclusion is that
an increased spot area increases the photon yield, and ﬁnally that
a constant product (PLmed) results in the same photon yield. This
last condition gives some ﬂexibility in the source design. The
objective to use the maximum possible laser power whilst
keeping the intensity below a certain value dictates working with
the loose focusing geometry. The focal lengths depend on the
ionization saturation intensities of the non-linear medium and the
driving pulse duration.
The highest photon energies emitted by an atom are
given by the cut-off law [66] = +-E I U3.17cut off p p, -Ecut off
being the cut-off photon energy, Ip the ionization energy and
Up the ponderomotive energy. For rare gases the Ip increase
with decreasing atomic number results in lighter atoms
emitting higher photon energies but with a lower conversion
efﬁciency. Thus, the optimum combination of photon
energies and conversion efﬁciencies requires the use of
different gases, which in turn have different ionization
saturation intensities and thus require different focal lengths.
For this reason, three different focal lengths (3, 6 and 10 m)
are considered in the present beamline with the corresponding
optical focusing setups in the three vacuum chambers LF1,2
and3 as shown in ﬁgure 14.
The short laser pulse duration and high pulse energies do
not allow the use of refractive optics so reﬂecting optics are
used, which force folding of the laser beam. Figure 15(a)
shows the optical setup in the LF3 chamber. The incident
laser beam is translated sidewise by two ﬂat mirrors (twice
90◦ reﬂection) towards a third ﬂat mirror, which reﬂects the
beam towards the focusing concave spherical mirror. The
angle of incidence is kept as small as possible» 2 in order to
avoid aberrations due to the departure from the normal
incidence. With this setup, the focused beam is propagating
on the same axis as the incident beam. The mirrors are ﬁxed
on remotely adjustable mirror mounts, which are placed on a
breadboard that can be translated in the x and y directions by a
remotely controllable xy translation stage. The translation
stage is ﬁxed on a second breadboard. Figure 15(b) is a top
view of the upper breadboard and the mirror setup, showing a
ray trace. This upper breadboard is the same in all three
chambers (LF1, 2 and 3). Translation in the x direction
controls the position of the focal spot with respect to the
gas jet. Translation in the y direction brings the focusing setup
in and out of the laser beam, depending upon the focal length
to be used, i.e. which of the three focusing setups must be in
the laser beam. Mounts for BBO crystals and waveplates are
also placed in chambers LF2 and3.
Two conﬁgurations of gas targets, a pulsed gas jet nozzle
and a gas ﬁlled cell with pinholes for laser access, have been
considered for the loose focusing geometry. Pulsed gas
nozzles consume less gas, and offer the possibility of partial
control over the contribution of the short and long electron
trajectories [66, 67] to the HHG. The enhancement of the
harmonic yield is also possible through quasi-phase-matching
(QPM) techniques to counter the phase mismatch and
increase the effective interaction length. QPM has been
demonstrated in a multi gas cell target [68] and other
arrangements [69]. A multi gas cell or multi gas jet target
arrangement beneﬁts from the loose focusing geometry as the
Rayleigh range is long, and thus relative distances between
the cells or nozzles can be easily selected and adjusted. A
setup for multi jet operation is shown in ﬁgure 16. Four gas
jets will be placed on four xyz translation stages, through
Figure 15. IR beam focusing setup of the LF1 chamber.
Figure 16. x,y,z translation stage setup on which four gas jets (GJ-
1,2,3,4) can be ﬁxed and remotely positioned with respect to the
laser focus.
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which appropriate positioning and selection of the jets can be
remotely achieved.
The photon ﬂux will be optimized by measuring the
XUV pulse energy as a function of the position of the laser
beam focus with respect to the gas jets and the gas pressure.
Optimization of the photon ﬂux should be performed in
conjunction with the optimization of the XUV pulse duration.
The trade-off between pulse energy and pulse duration
depends upon the application. It is well known [62] that
preferential harmonic emission by long electron trajectories
may lead to an enhanced photon ﬂux but at the cost of the
pulse duration and attosecond conﬁnement. If attosecond
conﬁnement is required, phase matching should be chosen so
that the long trajectory contribution to the HHG process is
minimized at the cost of the photon ﬂux. The XUV pulse
energy and pulse duration diagnostics are described in a
separate section.
Figure 17(a) shows the numerical calculations including
phase matching for the photon number of the 17th harmonic in
a single argon jet as a function of the gas medium length and
the gas pressure. The laser parameters considered in this
calculation are pulse duration ≈5fs, energy ≈100mJ/pulse,
carrier wavelength ≈800nm and focal length 10m. The
optimized photon number for a constant product of gas length
and pressure is ≈3×1011photons per pulse, i.e. ≈1μJ.
Figure 17(b) shows the »5 times enhancement of the photon
number in case of using a four gas jet conﬁguration.
3.3.3. Generation of isolated attosecond pulses. The
emission of isolated attosecond pulses for driving pulse
durations >5fs requires gating techniques that conﬁne the
XUV emission to less than one optical cycle. Thus, for the
initial phase of the beamline operation, where the driving
laser pulses will have a duration of about 10fs, polarization
gating (PG) [70] will be applied in order to conﬁne attosecond
emission to one pulse per driving pulse. The required CEP
stability of the driving laser is fulﬁlled through the design of
SYLOS. Two alternative positions in the beamline have been
considered for the polarization gating, either before the laser
pulse compressor, thus avoiding high laser intensities, or
after, avoiding any possible polarization modiﬁcation by the
compressor. The two PG chambers are shown in ﬁgure 14. A
wave plate PG (WPPG) [33] setup is used for the polarization
gating that has similar conﬁguration to [71], which is robust
and suitable for 10fs pulses. Figure 18 shows the WPPG
conﬁguration with the polarization control and polarization
gating arrangements in the PG1 and PG2 chambers. In both
cases, a pair of zero-order λ/2 and λ/4 waveplates deﬁne the
initial polarization state. Then, a multiple order λ/4
waveplate and a zero-order λ/4 waveplate create a time-
dependent polarization which is linear only during one half-
cycle. A polarizing beam splitter (p-BS) controls the relative
amplitudes of the two polarization components.
An alternative method is double optical gating (DOG)
[72], which adds a second harmonic ﬁeld to reduce the
number of attosecond pulses to one per laser cycle, thus
relaxing the gate width requirements. To this end a BBO
crystal is utilized. Gating may become redundant in Phase2,
when the driving pulse becomes sufﬁciently short.
3.3.4. XUV beam separation, steering and manipulation.
Figure 14 shows the optical layout of the XUV separation,
steering and manipulation system, which is part of the
beamline optical layout. The XUV radiation, co-propagating
with the IR beam, enters the ﬁrst beam steering XUV-BS
chamber, where the annular IR component is blocked by a
conical mirror aperture (CMA) while letting the XUV
radiation pass through the central opening. The resulting
beam is separated by a Si plate, which reﬂects the XUV whilst
absorbing the IR radiation. AR coated fused silica will be
used should silicon be damaged by the high power of the
residual IR. The separated XUV is reﬂected either towards the
Figure 17. (a) Numerical simulations of the atomic response and phase matching in one argon jet showing the photon number of the 17th
harmonic as a function of the argon gas length and pressure. The laser parameters are: pulse duration ≈5fs, energy ≈100mJ/pulse, carrier
wavelength ≈800nm and the focal length 10m. (b) Demonstration of the 17th harmonic energy enhancement by additional gas jets (GJ 2–4)
with argon gas at 50mbar.
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lower or upper branch, by selection of the appropriate
reﬂecting plates.
The lower branch leads to one of the diagnostic chambers
(XUV-D). Before entering this chamber, the radiation passes
through a beam manipulation chamber (XUV-BM)—where
another IR beam block (iris) removes residual IR more
efﬁciently than was possible with the insufﬁciently expanded
beam closer to the laser focus—and metal ﬁlters to select the
XUV spectral region and absorb the remaining IR radiation.
For the diagnostics and use of the XUV radiation, the
XUV beam is focused—either by a bisected spherical mirror
or by the double toroidal mirror system—into a gas jet. A
variable delay between the two XUV wavefronts is
introduced by translating one half of the spherical mirror,
which thus acts as a delay line on one half of the XUV beam
for pulse duration measurements or XUV-pump-XUV-probe
experiments. The spherical mirror is either a gold coated
mirror or a multilayer mirror depending on the desired
wavelength of the XUV radiation.
When the double toroidal mirror system is used, the Si
(BK7) plates in the ﬁrst XUV-BS chamber will be bisected
plates mounted on translation stages including piezoelectric
translation with few nm resolution of the one half plate. This
alternative setup consists of two plates positioned side by side
with a 50–100 μm gap between them. By translating the setup
on the z axis, one can chose whether the XUV/IR beam will
impinge on only one of the plates or both with the gap
positioned at the center of the beam, thereby selecting either
single plate or split plate operation. The delay is controlled by
a piezo with attosecond resolution.
XUV radiation that is reﬂected into the upper branch can
pass directly into an XUV-BM chamber that hosts a further
beam block and ﬁlters and propagate further towards an end
station. Alternatively, it can be deﬂected in the second XUV-
BS chamber towards the second diagnostics chamber (upper
XUV-D chamber in ﬁgure 14). This XUV-BS chamber is
similar to the lower chamber but does not contain the split
plate delay line.
3.3.5. XUV diagnostics and experimental areas. In ﬁgure 14,
the lower right branch leads to the non-linear XUV
diagnostics chamber XUV-D, the middle branch to the
linear XUV-D.
Before entering the non-linear branch (XUV-D chamber),
radiation passes through an XUV-BM chamber, where an
XUV diode and an XUV proﬁler can be moved into the XUV
beam in order to measure the pulse energy and the spatial
intensity distribution of the XUV beam. The optical layout in
the XUV-BM chambers is shown in ﬁgure 19. A CMA
removes residual IR that was not previously blocked.
Different XUV ﬁlters for different spectral ranges are selected
by a remotely rotatable ﬁlter wheel. The XUV photodiode
(XUV-PD) is calibrated for the absolute measurement of the
XUV pulse energy and an XUV beam proﬁler (XUV-BP)
consisting of a microchannel-plate detector (MCP) equipped
with a phosphor screen anode can be used instead of the
XUV-PD. A mirror reﬂects the image of the phosphor screen
of the beam proﬁle so that it can be observed from outside the
chamber by a CCD camera.
Figure 18. Polarization control and gating setup (PG2 chamber).
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The duration of XUV pulses is measured in the XUV-D
chamber through 2nd order intensity volume autocorrelation
(2nd IVAC) measurements [73, 74], counting m/q resolved
ions resulting from two-photon ionization as a function of the
delay between two XUV pulses. At a later stage, through
photoelectron spectroscopy, energy (and angularly) resolved
2nd IVAC can also be performed with the same experimental
setup for a FROG type measurement.
In the linear diagnostic branch (middle branch in
ﬁgure 14), a further XUV reﬂection from a second Si (or
BK7) plate can be afforded because the IR-XUV cross-
correlation measurements, such as reconstruction of attose-
cond beating by interference of two-photon transitions
(RABITT) [75] or attosecond streaking type [76], can be
carried out at lower XUV intensities since they depend only
linearly on XUV ﬂux. The delay is set between the XUV and
IR pulse, which is achieved using a concentric plate
arrangement described in [62].
A TOF spectrometer will be attached at two distinct
chamber ﬂanges corresponding to different focal positions of
the spherical mirror or the toroidal mirror system. The focus
of the spherical mirrors is close to the axis of the incident
beam, whilst the focus of the toroidal system is higher since
the system deﬂects the beam upward by ◦30 .
The XUV spectrum can be measured either before or
after the spectral selection by the ﬁlter. Pre-ﬁlter measure-
ments use a ﬂat ﬁeld XUV spectrometer placed in the ﬁrst
XUV-BS chamber directly in the XUV beam (orange box in
ﬁgure 14), and for this measurement the Si (or BK7) plate is
moved out of the beam. Post-ﬁlter measurements are made by
the ﬂat ﬁeld XUV spectrometer attached to one of the two
XUV-D chambers. The XUV radiation is deﬂected towards
the spectrometer entrance either by the double toroidal mirror
system (in which case it diverges when entering the
spectrometer after going through a focus in the gas target)
or by a Si wafer, located next to the toroidal mirror system
just before the bisected mirror.
A detailed optical layout in top view and perspective
view of the diagnostic chambers is shown in ﬁgure 20(a) and
(b) respectively. The toroidal mirror system is placed near the
entrance of the chamber on remotely controlled (x, z)
translation and (θ, f) tilting stages, allowing remote
alignment of the focusing system. A Si (or BK7) plate, ﬁxed
in the x translation stage can be moved into the XUV beam
reﬂecting it towards the ﬂat ﬁeld XUV spectrometer. The split
spherical mirror setup is located at the end of the chamber.
The setup provides the possibility of remote control of many
degrees of freedom, as it can be (x, y) translated and
(θ, f) tilted. One half of the spherical mirror is attached to a
feedback controlled long range (total movement >400 μm)
piezoelectric translator, allowing movement of this half on the
z axis with<3 nm resolution. The other half is attached to two
feedback controlled piezo tilting (θ, f) and translation (z)
stages with resolution 5mrad and 1nm.
Two pulsed gas jets oriented along the TOF spectrometer
axes serve as gas targets. Their position is remotely controlled
through xyz high vacuum manipulators. The gas jet nozzle
also functions as the TOF repeller plate. For this purpose, the
gas jet must be biased to the repeller potential and
consequently the gas jet assemblies and piezo drivers have
to be electrically ﬂoating. The two TOF spectrometers are
shown attached to each chamber for the two focusing cases in
ﬁgure 20.
The setups dedicated to the measurement of the spectrum
and pulse duration can also be used in experiments including
XUV-pump-XUV-probe ion or electron spectroscopy, XUV-
IR or IR-XUV pump–probe experiments and transient
absorption spectroscopy.
3.4. GHHG SYLOS LONG
The LONG GHHG beamline driven by SYLOS laser was
designed to provide a single attosecond pulse (SAP) or an
attoseond pulse train (APT) with the highest ﬂux. The beam-
line’s ﬂexibility allows for easy reconﬁguration between the
two operation modes, and beneﬁts from the optimized para-
meters of the driving laser (phase 1 and phase 2). It offers the
possibility to perform pump–probe experiments with attose-
cond time synchronization between the pump and probe pulses
and includes diagnostics for the complete temporal, spatial, and
spectral characterization of the generated attosecond pulses.
The design of the GHHG beamline relies on a scaling
concept, described in detail in [24, 77, 78], which scales up
laboratory sized high-energy HHG beamlines, driven by
commercially available laser systems [59, 79, 80], to the
SYLOS parameters. A design based on a loose focusing
geometry together with a long, non-guiding generation
medium with low density is used. A block diagram of the
beamline is presented in ﬁgure 21.
A switch between the operation modes is accomplished
by changing the focal length, i.e. radius of curvature, of a
deformable mirror implemented in the beamline as the
focusing element, and gas cell length, whilst adjusting the
beam size (by a variable aperture or by a telescope). The
focused laser beam is folded in order to allow for a very loose
focusing geometry, while limiting the total size of the system.
Further reduction of the length is not possible due to the
damage threshold of broadband high-reﬂective optics, critical
in case of the last optical element before the focus. The
beamline crosses four rooms. The IR beam manipulation and
HHG cells are placed in the ﬁrst three rooms (starting from
Figure 19. The optical layout of the XUV-BM chambers.
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right: HF, SYLOS, and THz room) whereas the pump–probe
setup and diagnostics are located in an end station room.
An interferometric setup can be placed before the
beamline entrance and used for IR spectral, temporal or
spatial modiﬁcation. The setup can be used for multicolor
HHG or for testing new gating techniques like the attosecond
lighthouse [81] or non-collinear optical gating [82].
High-order harmonics will be generated in a long,
modular cell divided into sub-cells either independently ﬁlled
with noble gases (Xe, Ar and Ne) at low pressure or evac-
uated. The design will allow us to investigate various gen-
eration schemes, including multiple cell generation [83] and
quasi-phase-matching [84].
The fundamental and harmonic beams co-propagate to the
pump–probe and diagnostic setup. The setup contains inter-
ferometers, ﬁlters, and IR/XUV diagnostics to separate and later
recombine IR and harmonic beams (four pump–probe pulses
including two single attosecond pulses or two attosecond pulse
trains), adjust the time delay between the pulses, ﬁlter the har-
monic spectrum and to temporally, spectrally, and spatially
characterize the XUV and IR beams. Generated attosecond
pulses can be sent from this unit to user end stations.
In the following subsections, the different parts of the
setup are described in more detail.
3.4.1. Focusing geometry. Two different operation modes
are considered, which imply different optimization parameters
in order to achieve efﬁcient SAP or APT generation with the
highest possible XUV ﬂux.
APT12 is the operation mode where the highest conver-
sion efﬁciency is obtained by broadband phase matching of
Figure 20. Graphic representation of the components arranged inside the diagnostic chamber.
Figure 21. The GHHG beamline for development purposes. Multicolor schemes and polarization manipulation: interferometers for multicolor
HHG and single attosecond pulse gating; pump–probe setup: a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (XUV/IR) combined with an XUV wavefront
splitting unit (XUV/XUV) and a post-generation setup (pgR); Standard diagnostics: XUV and VUV spectrometers, XUV CCD camera;
Movable TOF unit: electron and ion time of ﬂight spectrometer mounted in a CAMP chamber together with a gas source and XUV
refocusing optics.
12 APT1/2 refers to trains of attosecond pulses generated in phase1/2 of
the laser development.
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the HHG process, operating at a level of ionization of a few%
[24], in absorption-limited conditions. Scaling concepts are
applied to obtain the highest possible ﬂux, thus using long
focal lengths, long media and low generating gas pressure.
The driving IR beam is loosely focused into the gas, with
intensity at the focus of a few 1014W cm–2.
SAP13 operation mode requires the conﬁnement of the
HHG emission to one half-cycle of the IR ﬁeld (∼1.6 fs).
Ionization gating [85] is planned to be used as the main SAP
generation technique. The required peak intensity for
ionization gating (>1015 W cm–2) is well above the saturation
intensity, at which most of the generation medium is ionized.
In this regime, the ﬁeld strength increases rapidly at the rising
edge of the pulse, resulting in a steep ionization front. Only
one half-cycle contributes signiﬁcantly to HHG, whereas the
generation from the following sub-cycles is suppressed due to
depletion of the generation medium. There are two main
requirements to obtain SAP with the ionization gating
technique:
(i) Short pulse duration and high laser intensity in order to
allow for efﬁcient HHG during only one half-cycle of
the laser.
(ii) Selection by spectral ﬁltering of the continuous part of
the HHG spectrum.
The ﬁrst requirement (i) is easily achieved by the performance
of the laser system. In SAP generation the intensity in the gas
cell largely exceeds that necessary for APT and the second
requirement (ii) can be achieved by using metallic ﬁlters.
The DOG technique described in section 3.5.3 will be
used as an alternative method for SAP generation.
The generation of SAPs requires an intensity which is
approximately one order of magnitude higher than for APT,
so different focusing geometries for the two operation modes
are considered. Furthermore, different focusing geometries
are considered for development phases1 and2. An
f-number (f#), focal length ( f ), and beam diameter (D) for
each of the operation modes and phases are presented in
table 9.
The optical setup is presented in ﬁgure 22. The laser
beam propagates under vacuum into the THz room where it
enters an optical setup (at 1.25 m height), which modiﬁes the
beam for different operation modes (telescoping, aperturing
and focusing). The beam is ﬁrst reﬂected by either two ﬂat
mirrors or two curved ones (M1 and M2). The ﬂat mirrors are
used for SAP1, APT1, and SAP2. The two curved mirrors
(planned for APT2) constitute a telescope, which reduces the
initial beam diameter to further increase #f . The angle of
incidence on the mirrors is kept small to minimize wavefront
distortions (reduced astigmatism). The focusing of the beam
is carried out by a deformable mirror, which allows for
automatic adjustment of the focal length in addition to
compensation of aberrations. The beam is then raised to
1.75m and this height is preserved in the other parts of the
beamline. After focusing, the beam freely propagates in
vacuum tubes towards retro-reﬂecting mirrors (mirrors RM1
or RM2 with each retro-reﬂector placed on a translation stage)
in a chamber either in the SYLOS room or in the HF room.
By using a combination of a translation stage and the
deformable mirror, the focal length of the focusing system can
be changed from 15m to ¥ (unfocused beam) and can be
adjusted by up to 3m without moving the position of the
focus.
3.4.2. HHG cell. High-order harmonic generation is achieved
in a cell ﬁlled with a noble gas (in particular Ar, Ne) and it is
expected that phase matching can be achieved without using
quasi-phase-matching techniques or a guiding cell geometry.
Therefore, a gas cell geometry with constant pressure and
constant diameter that exceeds the size of the focused beam is
proposed.
Pressure and gas cell length were estimated by scaling up
laboratory scale HHG sources operating at much shorter
focusing geometries. The gas pressures in table 9 should be
considered as an approximate value which will be optimized
once the system is operational. The optimum gas pressure
depends not only on the focusing geometry but also on other
parameters such as dispersion, laser intensity and spectral
range.
Two cell designs are optimized for different operation
modes and laser development phases. For generation of high-
order harmonics in the operation mode with lowest #f , SAP1,
in the THz room (ﬁgure 22), the cell is constructed from a
standard variable length bellows (range of 400 mm); this
setup is called HHG1. To keep the total length constant while
changing the cell length, a second bellows is added with the
same free and compressed length.
The cell setup for generation in modes APT1, SAP2,
APT2 (called HHG2) is divided into 15 sub-cells with a
length of 400mm. Neighboring cells are separated by a gate
valve. The valve includes an exchangeable pinhole mounted
on a movable part of the valve so that closing the valve
introduces differential pumping between the cells and
differential pumping conditions can be adjusted by changing
the pinhole. The setup can be used as a single cell ﬁlled with
one type of gas with variable length and position with respect
to the laser focus. The cell length can be changed by ﬁlling
different numbers of cells, whereas the cell position can be
moved by ﬁlling different groups of cells and keeping the
Table 9. F-number (f #), focal length ( f ), beam diameter (D), cell
length, and gas pressure for each of the operation modes and laser
development phases.
SAP APT
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2
f# 300 600 900 1100
f (m) 20 55 55 55
D (mm) 60 90 60 50
Cell length (m) 0.45 1.6 4 6
Gas pressure (mbar) 15 3.5 1.5 1
13 SAP1/2 refers to single attosecond pulse generated in phase1/2 of the
laser development.
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other valves open. The setup provides ﬂexibility to the
development beamline, as it will allow scientists to explore
new concepts such as quasi-phase matching (by modulation
of the gas pressure in each cell) or multicolor and multicell
generation (cells in series ﬁlled with different gases). All sub-
cells of the unit are mounted on a rail system. Each
differential pumping hole can be adjusted transversally with
respect to the laser beam position.
Both setups, HHG1 and HHG2, have differential
pumping sections at the beginning and at the end in order
to achieve a pressure difference between the cell and
neighboring vacuum sections. The diameter of differential
pumping apertures was chosen to avoid clipping of the laser
beam (for all modes) independently of the position of the
focus with respect to the cell and also taking into account
beam pointing ﬂuctuation.
3.4.3. Pump–probe setup. The IR driving laser and the
generated XUV radiation co-propagate towards the end
station room, where the beams can take several optical
paths and be directed towards different characterization
instruments or split in pump–probe interferometers.
The beamline can provide various pump–probe schemes.
By spectrally selecting particular XUV energy ranges, pump–
probe experiments with two XUV pulses (XUV-XUV) at
different central energies can be combined with IR radiation
(XUV-XUV-IR) or post-generated radiation (XUV-XUV-IR-
pgR) with pgR any of IR, second harmonic (SH), third
harmonic (TH) or VUV). A multitude of schemes can
therefore be envisaged for studies of ultrafast phenomena in
biology, chemistry or physics.
The main unit of the sub-system is a Mach–Zehnder (M–
Z) interferometer (ﬁgure 23), which can be used with a
wavefront splitting unit (split-delay-unit, SDU) [86] and an
additional arm (colored violet in ﬁgure 23). The main setup
can be used for XUV-XUV-IR pump–probe experiments. The
additional arm has a path length more than 30cm (> 1 ns)
shorter than the interferometer path, which can transport an IR
pre-pulse, e.g. for alignment of molecules, the generation of
UV-VUV pulses created through second or third harmonic
generation in non-linear crystals, or low- and high-order
harmonic generation in gases.
The Mach–Zehnder interferometer takes advantage of the
different divergence of the IR and harmonic beams, which
provides a simple way of separating and recombining them
using holey mirrors. The mirror inner hole size of 25mm is
larger than the expected XUV beam size. In one arm of the
interferometer, the harmonic beam passes through a hole in
the mirror and is reﬂected off the SDU and an AR coated fused
silica plate at grazing incidence (10° grazing angle). This
combination ensures suppression of the IR beam in this arm
(IR transmission below 1%). The XUV reﬂectivity of the
coated fused silica plates ranges from 50%–30% per reﬂection
in the spectral range of 17eV to 100eV at ◦10 grazing angle.
Depending on the application, the harmonic spectra may need
further ﬁltering to remove low-order harmonics or to select the
cut-off spectral region in order to generate SAPs. This can be
achieved using thin metallic ﬁlters, whose thickness and
material composition determine the transmitted bandwidth.
These ﬁlters can also provide some temporal compression of
attosecond pulses by compensating the intrinsic HHG chirp
[87], and remove any residual IR.
The SDU unit is based on wavefront splitting of the
incoming radiation, and can serve for pump–probe experi-
ments with XUV/XUV or VUV/VUV pulses. The unit is
composed of two AR coated silica plates (optionally two
high-reﬂectivity mirrors), which can be shifted and tilted with
respect to each other. A parallel displacement of one of the
two mirrors delays the reﬂected pulse relative to that from the
second surface. The unit, at 10° grazing angle, has a scanning
range of approximately 50fs and a step size of 10as [86].
The IR beam in the transport chamber can be directed
towards the diagnostic chamber in order to create a third arm
of the M–Z interferometer, using:
• metallic coated mirrors (e.g. gold) with a broad reﬂection
range,
• AR coated plates (described above) to separate the IR and
XUV beam or
Figure 22. Focusing geometry. DM—deformable mirror, RM1/2—retro-reﬂecting mirrors for SAP1 and other operation modes, HHG1/2—
HHG cell position for SAP1 and other operation modes.
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• holey mirrors to split or recombine pulses between the
M–Z setup and the third arm.
These elements are placed on translation and rotation
stages for remote alignment and adjustment of the incidence
angle of the optics.
Depending on requirements, the following post-genera-
tion schemes can be added:
• SHG—a combination of a second harmonic generation
crystal with a delay compensation quartz plate. Optionally
an w w2 interferometer can be used for the SHG process.
• THG—a combination of a second harmonic generation
crystal, a delay compensation quartz plate, and sum
frequency generation crystal. An w w3 interferometer can
be used for the THG process like the SHG scenario.
• Low-order Harmonic Generation or HHG. This setup
requires an additional chamber, and is not planned at this
stage of development. The chamber can be placed on an
optical table located close to the setup.
3.4.4. Beamline diagnostics and end station/characterization
ports. The arrangements of the mirrors in the diagnostic and
transport chambers will redirect or split the incoming VUV,
XUV, and IR radiation towards different application and
characterization stations. The setup will initially be equipped
with a gold mirror and an AR coated plate mounted on a
translation and rotation stage.
The beamline offers a total arrangement of eight
application and characterization ports. The highest XUV ﬂux
can be obtained at port P1 (ﬁgure 23) as no deﬂection is
required and the Mach–Zehnder interferometer mirrors are
moved out of the beam path. Possible uses of this port include
a monochromator, a user end station with an implemented
pump–probe setup or an experiment requiring only the IR
beam. The second important port of the system is port P2,
which uses the combined interferometers. Ports P3-P5 and
P4-P6, respectively, are designed symmetrically so that each
pair of ports has exactly the same properties. This offers
convenience and ﬂexibility to operators and users, e.g. the
Figure 23. (a) The pump–probe setup: Mach–Zehnder interferometer with a split-delay-unit and additional arm (the violet beam path) for
post-generation setups; (b) 3D view of the beamline with indicated space for dedicated and user end stations.
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XUV radiation sent to experiments in one application port can
be characterized by its symmetric counterpart. Finally, two
more ports (P7 and P8) are envisioned for the diagnostics of
the auxiliary IR beam. The area planned for end stations is
presented in an inset in ﬁgure 23.
The spectral characterization of the generated pulses in
the beamline will be perfomed by two optical spectrometers: a
VUV spectrometer (5–20 eV) for low-order harmonics and a
high-resolution XUV spectrometer (20–200 eV) for high-
order harmonics from different generation gases. Both
devices are ﬂat ﬁeld spectrometers, which will provide
valuable insight into the spatial properties of the beam. A
CsI-coated imaging MCP is used as the VUV spectrometer
detector, and the XUV spectrometer uses an uncoated
imaging MCP. A calibrated back-illuminated XUV CCD
camera will be used to characterize the spatial beam proﬁle,
and to measure the XUV pulse energy. The camera will have
a 2048×2048 array of 13.5μm pixels, to ensure high spatial
resolution and ample ﬁeld-of-view.
The beamline will be equipped with broadband XUV
focusing optics, e.g. two toroidal mirrors in Wolter conﬁg-
uration, in order to tightly focus the XUV radiation while
maintaining temporal properties. The estimated focal spot is
less than 10μm in diameter, resulting in high intensity (>1013
W cm–2) and making it possible to investigate non-linear
phenomena in the extreme ultraviolet. Detection will be
carried out by an ion/electron TOF spectrometer (electron
energy of 20–200 eV and maximum ion mass up to 200 amu).
The TOF is installed in a chamber based on the CAMP design
[88]. The CAMP chamber standard, promoted by the Center
for Free Electron Laser Science, allows users to attach directly
compatible equipment, e.g. electron spectrometers, velocity
map imaging (VMI) or TOF spectrometers. The TOF unit will
be initially installed on port P2 for temporal characterization
of APT/SAP. All diagnostics are planned as movable,
interchangable units which can be connected to the beamline
at different ports.
3.5. SHHG SYLOS development
The interaction of intense ultrashort lasers with solid density
plasma reﬂecting surfaces, commonly called plasma mirrors
(PM) can generate XUV high-order harmonics [89–92]. This
form of coherent XUV emission from PM surfaces has shown
great potential for development into an attosecond source in
the time domain either in the form of attosecond pulse trains
[93] or isolated attopulses [94–96]. The few-cycle SYLOS
laser at ELI-ALPS facility provides a unique opportunity to
access new heights of intensity with few-cycle pulses at high
repetition rate of 1kHz for laser PM interaction with con-
trolled CEP. The SHHG SYLOS development beamline at
ELI-ALPS aims to tap this unique potential to develop a
ﬂexible attosource for accessing diverse attoscience and
plasma experiments [97–99].
Within this section, the physical mechanisms that would
be utilized for SHHG are brieﬂy mentioned and the relevant
development beamline is described with special emphasis on
its main features including the potential parameter space for
the attosource which will be developed in the initial phase.
The physical properties of SHHG will be compared with other
HHG approaches (like gas HHG) to show its further devel-
opment potential. Finally, the main challenges connected to
the development of such a beamline for the generation of
attosecond pulses on surfaces will be discussed, e.g. accom-
plishment of high-contrast driving pulses by plasma mirror,
high rotation speed targets, collection and refocusing of the
XUV radiation, and the temporal characterization of this
radiation.
3.5.1. SHHG from plasma mirrors. Materials start breaking
down and losing their distinct electronic structure in favour of
more generic ionised collective state in the form of plasma at
laser intensities beyond a threshold (  -I 10 Wcm12 2). When
an intense (  -I 10 Wcm17 2) temporally clean [100]
femtosecond laser pulse interacts with the surface of an
initially ﬂat solid target, it ionises and forms a very thin [92]
highly reﬂective [101] plasma layer, in the rising part of the
laser. The main part of the laser drives and interacts non-
linearly with the PM [91]. The PM induces strong periodic
temporal spikes in the reﬂected light ﬁeld due to periodic
relativistic electron dynamics [102] and when the fundamental
laser carrier is spectrally ﬁltered from the reﬂected beam, this
can be observed as high-order harmonics in the spectral
domain [102–105] or as attosecond pulse trains in the temporal
domain [91, 93]. This is shown schematically in ﬁgure 24.
SHHG from PMs has received signiﬁcant scientiﬁc
attention and it has emerged, in addition to GHHG
approaches, as a potential candidate for the development of
intense coherent XUV attosecond light pulses, providing
additional controls and complementary applications. The
interaction of PMs with intense light is a highly active area of
research due to its interdisciplinary applications in the ﬁelds
of inertial conﬁnement fusion research [106], laboratory
astrophysics [106–109], development of laser-based high-
energy particle accelerators [110, 111], highly energetic x-ray
[112, 113] and THz [114, 115] photon sources and SHHG
[89, 91, 92, 103]. Most importantly, SHHG from PMs has
recently been demonstrated as an excellent metrology tool for
solid density plasmas [98] providing information which has
otherwise been inaccessible, making development of such a
Figure 24. The mechanism of surface high-order harmonics
generation from high intensity laser driven plasma mirror.
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source extremely promising for all the above mentioned
studies.
Presently there are two SHHG processes from PMs that
have been clearly observed, identiﬁed and distinguished both
in experiment and simulations [102]. Each of these mechan-
isms needs p-polarized laser pulses to interact with the PM
and will be utilized at ELI-ALPS in the SHHG SYLOS
development beamline and these two methods will be brieﬂy
discussed.
Coherent wake emission (CWE). This mechanism
dominates at relatively lower laser intensities
( l ~ -I 10 102 14 18 Wcm m-2 m2). CWE can be visualised
as a three step [90, 116] process where surface electron
bunches are pulled out and accelerated into the vacuum in the
combined laser ﬁeld and the plasma ﬁeld and then pulled back
into the overdense plasma. Charge density waves are excited
across the plasma density gradient in the wake of these
returning surface electron bunches, and ﬁnally these plasma
oscillations re-emit light specularly in the form of sub-cycle
pulses. This process occurs periodically once in every optical
cycle, and thus the spectrum of the associated emission
contains the odd and even harmonics of the fundamental
laser beam.
CWE harmonic emission spectrum presents a cut-off
determined by the maximum plasma frequency, which
depends on the nature of the solid target material [90, 102].
The harmonics extend up to the cut-off order
=P n nCWE emax c , where nc is the plasma critical density
and ne
max is the maximum plasma electron density in the
generating medium, and has also been observed in experi-
ments (ﬁgure 25(a)). It has been seen in simulations
(ﬁgure 25(b)) that CWE signal scales linearly with laser
intensity in the regime l ~ -I 10 102 14 18 W cm m-2 m2 [102].
Relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM). At higher inten-
sities ( lI 102 18 W cm m-2 m2), electron motion becomes
relativistic in the driving laser ﬁeld [118]. The non-linear
relativistic oscillation of the plasma reﬂecting surface leads to
periodic Doppler shifts [104, 105, 119, 120] in the local
reﬂected light ﬁeld, leading to the generation of phase locked
harmonic frequencies in the reﬂected laser spectrum. The
harmonics generated in this process are called ROM
harmonics [89, 91], because of the relativistic oscillating
nature of the plasma mirror surface.
In the long-pulse petawatt class laser-solid interaction
regime, high conversion efﬁciency (h > -10 6 per harmonic)
and high brightness emission (>1022 photons - - -s mm mrad1 2 2,
0.1%bandwidth) have been observed at wavelengths<4 nm for
ROM from PM targets [117]. The initial part of SHHG spectrum
includes the power law ~ -I nn 8 3 for ag<n 8 max3 , followed
by exponential decay (ﬁgure 26) [103, 105] where gmax is the
maximum relativistic γ factor of the plasma surface, and α is the
second derivative of the surface velocity at this moment. These
studies demonstrate that both the strength (ﬁgure 26(i)) and the
frequency span (ﬁgure 26(ii)) of these newly synthesized
frequencies strongly depend on the intensity of the incident
laser ﬁeld. This regime therefore becomes extremely promising
for generating intense attosecond pulses in the soft x-ray region
if the plasma mirror can be driven at very high intensities using
state-of-the-art lasers.
Surface high-order harmonic signals associated with
these two mechanisms have distinctive features that can easily
be differentiated in experiments. The different properties
manifest in the spectral extension [89, 90, 101], intensity
dependence and spatio-spectral phase characteristics
[91, 98, 102, 116, 129]. These are also the features that in
turn determine the divergence of the harmonic signal and its
spatial and temporal properties. One of the most important
parameters that controls the relative efﬁciencies of the
harmonic generation mechanisms, and hence all the above
mentioned distinctive features, is the ratio of plasma density
gradient length to the laser wavelength, lL . The SHHG
process is observed to sensitively depend on the sharpness of
the PM [92, 130, 131].
3.5.2. The complementarity of SHHG and GHHG processes.
The brief three step process description of CWE in
section 3.5.1 is reminiscent of the Simpleman’s model of
Figure 25. (a) CWE harmonic spectra obtained at an intensity of
´ -3 10 W cm18 2, on targets of different initial densities. The stars
indicate incoherent plasma line emission. (b) Scaling of harmonic
strength integrated between orders 4–10 with laser intensity. The
normalized laser amplitude is given by l= ´ ( )a I0.85 100 9 2 1 2,
where I is laser intensity in W cm−2 and λ laser central wavelength
in μm. These are results obtained with the 2D3V particle in cell
simulation code CALDER for lL = 1/30 and =n n110emax c. (a)
[101] (2017). Figure reprinted with permission of Springer. (b)
Reproduced from [102]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
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GHHG: ionization, acceleration and recollision. However,
there are striking differences between the two approaches
because SHHG is inherently a collective plasma mechanism,
whereas GHHG works within the single active electron
approximation. This intuitive resemblance breaks down
further when collective oscillations become relativistic in
the case of efﬁcient ROM. The special features of SHHG are
discussed below, and this knowledge is a prerequisite for
understanding the requirements of a state-of-the-art SHHG
development beamline:
• SHHG is most efﬁcient at extreme intensities, and this
puts stringent conditions on pulse contrast on spatial
(aberration corrected) and temporal (temporally clean)
domain, with special attention needed to avoid spurious
spatio-temporal couplings that can diminish the effective
intensity at focus [132]. This also necessitates stricter
target alignment conditions due to the tighter focusing
geometry and the target needs to be replenished after each
laser shot, unlike GHHG. Active target stabilization at
high repetition rate with very high accuracy is a critical
feature.
• Surface-generated high-order harmonics contain both odd
and even harmonics, due to lack of inversion symmetry
[103, 133], unlike GHHG. Consequently, attosecond
bursts from plasma mirror are emitted once every cycle of
the driving laser [99], whereas the emission occurs twice
every cycle in the case of gas harmonics [134]. This may
give a slight advantage for generating isolated attosecond
pulses using the lighthouse technique, which relies on
ultrafast wavefront rotation of the driving laser at the
focus [81, 94]. The SHHG implementation is expected to
be more effective as the attosecond bursts have greater
temporal separation. More details can be found in
section 3.5.3.
• Optical control of plasma mirrors (control over plasma
density and the plasma density scale length or the
steepness of the plasma) allows signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
the spectral and spatial properties of SHHG [92]. Even
spatial structuring of the plasma mirror is a way to control
laser-plasma interactions and thus high-order harmonics
generation. Divergence control of the generated surface
harmonics by precise control over the curvature of the
plasma mirror has already been demonstrated [91].
Further control of the plasma mirror surface by creating
optically tunable micro-plasma ripples [135] has created
new tools in plasma metrology, and allowed the complete
characterization of SHHG source spatial properties [98].
• Electron acceleration in intense coherent laser ﬁeld is one
of the very promising areas of research that has a
multitude of applications. Recent observations have
demonstrated the feasibility of accelerating nC bunches
of electrons to high energy with quasi-monoenergetic
features [110] and in plasma mirrors, the same electron
dynamics is responsible for SHHG with the harmonics
carrying information about the plasma dynamics. Accel-
erated particles could be used as novel probes to
investigate and control attosecond electron dynamics in
laser-plasma interaction [98, 99]. There is a striking
correlation between accelerated particles and up-shifted
SHHG photons [111].
Table 10 summarizes the complementary nature of the
GHHG and SHHG processes. An appreciation of these basic
differences between the physical processes involved in
GHHG and SHHG would facilitate a deeper understanding
of the challenges involved in developing a state-of-the-art
SHHG beamline, like SHHG SYLOS. It would also illustrate
the usefulness and limitations of adapting already existing
space-time metrology tools from the GHHG domain
to SHHG.
3.5.3. Major challenges in SHHG beamline development.
SHHG driven by few-cycle waveform-controlled high
repetition rate laser beam at relativistic intensities offers a
few unique challenges, as well as many advantages. Some of
Figure 26. (i) ROM high-harmonic strengths at two different drive
laser intensities: (a)  ´( )1.5 0.3 1020 W cm–2, gray (red) trace and
(b)  ´( )2.5 0.5 1020 W cm–2, black (blue) trace. The lines are
power law ﬁts to the data such that = - -( ) ( )I n I n1200 1200p p,
with p as the ﬁtting parameter. The best ﬁt (solid line) is achieved for
a value of =p 2.55rel . (ii) Scaling for the maximum relativistic limit
harmonic order nRO with experimentally observed data and better
agreement found with g81 2 3 scaling than g4 2 scaling. Reprinted
ﬁgure with permission from [117]. Copyright (2017) by the
American Physical Society.
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these challenges need the extension and development of
current state-of-the-art technology. Other problems depend
upon novel unchartered R&D activities.
Target operation at kHz repetition rates. SHHG at kHz
repetition rate requires the rapid motion of a ﬂat solid target
(several cm s−1) and there are three conditions that must be
fulﬁlled:
(i) Each consecutive laser pulse must interact with an
optical quality surface. The surface has to be con-
tinuously refreshed.
(ii) There must be identical and repeatable interaction
conditions for each laser shot. The laser Rayleigh length
is usually extremely short to reach ultra-high intensity
and the surface must be actively stabilized with sub-
micrometric precision.
(iii) The target has to have sufﬁciently large surface area to
allow long continuous operation times (∼1 h) at 1kHz.
This is sufﬁcient for performing statistically meaningful
parametric studies with attosecond time resolution
before the target is replaced.
The minimization of time for target replacement also
necessitates the incorporation into the beamline of a vacuum
design and pumping assembly that allows for rapid chamber
opening and closing. Finally, working at kHz repetition rate
for laser-plasma interaction could be challenging because of
laser ablation of the target. At high repetition rate, target
material would be ablated, and ways have to be found to
mitigate undesirable material coating of the precision optics
resulting in their degradation.
High temporal contrast for driving laser. To generate
collimated good quality harmonics, the interaction should take
place with the initial PM surface having roughness signiﬁcantly
less than the wavelength (λ) of the incident light [130, 136] and
a very steep step-like density gradient [92]. For this reason,
SHHG driving lasers must have very high temporal contrast
[102]. Very precise control over the plasma proﬁle, which is
already very thin, gives control over harmonic efﬁciencies and
their spatial properties [91, 92]. This precise control will be
effective only when the main driving laser has very high
temporal contrast, so that it does not produce any long pre-
plasmas. Achieving this high temporal contrast of the driving
laser needs a temporal cleaning device operable at kHz
repetition rate in the beamline.
High spatial contrast at the focal spot. SHHG requires
the optimization of the on-target laser intensity at the focal
plane. The beam needs precise aberration control as the drive
laser is tightly focussed. Additionally, thermal deformations
of the reﬂecting optics, that support the high bandwidth and
high ﬂux 1kHz SYLOS, would also introduce extra
aberrations into the main beam. All these factors necessitate
use of a high quality wavefront sensor coupled to an adaptive
optics assembly that would correct for wavefront aberrations
to optimize the focal spot. The standard adaptive optics is
usually a deformable mirror with feedback control, and only
corrects for aberrations at the central wavelength (or any other
predeﬁned λ) of the drive pulse. How this relates to wavefront
correction in the case of a broadband pulse is a matter for
further investigation. The beamline envisions using spatio-
temporal coupling of the main pulse to control the spatial
dispersion of attosecond pulses [137], and this is well known
to affect the focal spot shape and intensity [132]. Aberration
correction of a laser with spatio-temporal couplings will also
need special attention.
Generation of isolated attosecond pulses from PM. A
CEP stabilized single cycle pulse is required to generate a
single attosecond pulse. For a many-cycle pulse, methods like
the polarization gating [70] can be used but it has yet to be
tested for SHHG. The generation of single isolated attosecond
Table 10. Summary of the complementary nature of high-order harmonics generated from a gaseous medium and via relativistic excitation of
a plasma mirror, in the case of linearly polarized single color driver.
Properties Gas HHG (atomic case) Surface HHG
HHG spectrum Odd harmonics Both odd and even harmonics
Attosecond bursts per
cycle
Twice in every cycle Once in every cycle
HHG Cut-off &
intensity
Limited by saturation intensity. Harmonic intensity and
cut-off drops after saturation intensity [24, 121, 122]
No such limit. Harmonic intensity scales up with laser
intensity & harmonic cut-off either depends on the
material (CWE) [90, 101] or increases with laser
intensity (ROM) [89, 105, 117].
Phase matching GHHG occurs in transmission mode. Proper phase
matching during propagation is needed for intense
harmonics. Harmonic properties depend on phase
matching condition [123–125].
SHHG takes place in the reﬂection mode. Phase
matching condition is intrinsically satisﬁed [102].
Spatio-Temporal
coupling (STC)
GHHG emission is fundamentally space-time coupled
irrespective of the phase matching conditions [126]
There is no fundamental STC in SHHG emission [91]
HHG as a probe of
the source
GHHG are being used to extract information about
atomic & molecular structures [127, 128]
SHHG have been used in to extract information on
attosecond electron dynamics in μ-scale plasma
[98, 99, 116]
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pulses has not yet been explored in SHHG, and only one such
experimental attempt has been reported [93].
Isolated attosecond pulse generation has been reported
by Wheeleret al [94]. The authors have introduced a
technique known as the attosecond lighthouse to disperse
attosecond light pulses from an attosecond pulse train
[81, 94] generated by the interaction of a plasma mirror and
an intense multi-cycle laser pulse, by using instantaneous
wavefront rotation at the focus. The wavefront rotation was
introduced by tilting a prism in the main beam path as shown
in ﬁgure 27.
The basic principle of the attosecond lighthouse [81] is
depicted in ﬁgure 28. When an intense few-cycle laser pulse,
without any wavefront rotation, interacts non-linearly with a
plasma mirror, the sub-cycle modulation of the temporal laser
wavefronts is associated with the generation of a train of
attosecond light pulses, which all propagate in a collimated
beam along the direction normal to the laser wavefronts at
focus as shown in ﬁgure 28(a). The situation is completely
different when wavefront rotation in time at focus is
introduced by a tilting prism. Each attosecond pulse of the
train is emitted in a slightly different direction. When the
wavefront rotation angle is greater than the divergence of an
individual attosecond pulse, as described in [81], this scheme
produces a manifold of spatially isolated and temporally
synchronized attosecond pulses.
Time domain metrology of attosecond pulses from PM.
Most attosecond measurement techniques are developed
for high-order harmonics generated from gaseous media.
Attosecond pulse measurement for SHHG is challenging
because of the following reasons:
(i) SHHG sources are driven by higher power lasers, which
are limited by their lower repetition rate. Almost all
attosecond measurement techniques require large sta-
tistics. Therefore, these attosecond measurement tech-
niques can be applied to SHHG-produced harmonic
radiation only after major modiﬁcations. Well estab-
lished techniques, like autocorrelation, for time domain
metrology for SHHG [93] need more control at high
intensity.
(ii) Both odd and even order harmonics are present in the
harmonics spectrum. Current attosecond measurement
techniques such as RABITT cannot be directly used
[125]. A promising alternative would be phase retrieval
by omega oscillation ﬁltering (PROOF) [125, 138],
which operates in the perturbative regime and can
measure arbitrary XUV pulse shapes.
(iii) The majority of SHHG experiments have been
performed using many-cycle laser pulses due to the
limited availability of few-cycle high peak power lasers.
Under the prevailing conditions, these drivers generally
produce APTs rather than isolated pulses. Pulse
characterization techniques like attosecond streaking
[3, 125, 139] with a fundamental laser streaking ﬁeld
require a long and precise pump–probe delay scan for
the complete determination of the attosecond pulse
proﬁle. A streaking-type measurement can also char-
acterize an APT very well, as long as the spectral
resolution is sufﬁcient and an accurate scan is carried
out over quite a wide temporal overlap. These methods
need to be adapted for the case of attosecond pulse
trains generated at comparatively lower repetition rate.
A promising possibility would be to employ a THz or
far-IR streaking ﬁeld, which can be used to map an
attosecond pulse train [140, 141] in a single shot.
Focusing SHHG on target. The focusing of attosecond
light pulses is a stringent requirement for attosecond pump–
probe experiments. This is challenging due to optical
aberration, which spreads the attosecond light pulses in both
time and space. All focusing optics (in this case, spherical or
toroidal mirrors) can induce geometric aberrations due to the
geometric shape of the mirrors [142]. However, tight focusing
is a mandatory requirement for achieving high intensity in
attosecond XUV pulses, and this must drive R&D on the
correct approach for XUV focusing and space-time matching
of the different pump–probe conﬁgurations.
3.5.4. A brief description of SHHG SYLOS development
beamline. The SYLOS laser will be able to deliver laser
pulses with enough intensity to drive SHHG via CWE as well
as ROM; such an intense CEP controlled, few-cycle laser at
kHz repetition rate has never been utilized for SHHG.
Therefore the design of the proposed SHHG SYLOS
development beamline would capitalize on the state-of-the-art
Figure 27. A waveform-controlled few-cycle IR laser pulse is
focused onto a rotating optically polished target surface creating a
plasma mirror. XUV radiation, in the form of an attosecond pulse
train, is non-linearly generated in the direction of the reﬂected laser
beam through the process of either coherent wake emission or
relativistic oscillating mirror. Wavefront rotation (WFR) is intro-
duced at focus by tilting one of the prisms used before focusing on
target. The spatial beam proﬁle of the XUV radiation is directly
imaged onto an MCP detector. Increase in WFR at focus, splits the
generated XUV beam into spatially separated beamlets, each
embodying a single isolated attosecond pulse. [94] (2017) Figure
reprinted with permission of Springer.
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SHHG developments, and adapt them by extending the system
to the unique parameters of SYLOS. The recently developed
plasma mirror target technology [143] for SHHG sources
driven by intense waveform-controlled few-cycle laser pulses
[94, 99] would be scaled up to accommodate the SYLOS
parameters. This beamline consists of a single ﬂexible design
capable of driving SHHG in both CWE and ROM regimes by
only changing the focusing conditions:
• Low Contrast mode (LC)—The initial laser contrast is
not modiﬁed and soft focusing is used ( f#> f 6) to limit
IR intensity on the target to< -10 W cm18 2 and to restrict
SHHG to the CWE regime ( »E 8photon –45eV).
• High Contrast mode (HC)—The initial laser contrast is
enhanced by sending the beam through the PM contrast
cleaning stage and tight focusing is used ( f# » f 1.5) to
reach on-target intensities ~1019–10 W cm20 2 and to
push SHHG into the ROM regime ( »E 8photon –100 eV).
The generated harmonics and their attosecond temporal
structure will be controlled via the following parameters:
(i) Laser properties—Driving laser intensity, polariza-
tion, pre-pulse contrast etc are the parameters that
could affect the surface harmonics generation and will
be investigated thoroughly and then implemented in the
SHHG beamline. Spatial and temporal shaping of the
laser beam will also be implemented.
(ii) Plasma properties—Plasma properties have a dramatic
effect in high-order harmonics generation, most notably
the plasma scale length which changes the collimation
and cut-off of the harmonics. Furthermore, a plasma
grating will be implemented to determine the XUV
source size [135].
The beamline is divided into ﬁve sub-systems (ﬁgure 29):
s1—Plasma Mirror Contrast Cleaning for switching
between LC and HC modes.
s2—Laser Shaping for spatio-temporal shaping of main
and auxiliary IR beams.
s3—Laser Diagnostics for spatio-temporal characteriza-
tion of main and auxiliary IR beams.
s4—SHHG for generating XUV attosecond pulses from an
IR-driven plasma mirror.
s5—Attosecond Diagnostics for spatio-temporal charac-
terization of the attosecond XUV pulses.
The detailed functional diagram and the three-dimen-
sional design of the beamline is presented in ﬁgure 30. The
SYLOS laser beam propagates into the ﬁrst vacuum chamber
(sub-system s1, ﬁgure 30), where it can be directed through a
single-pass PM device synchronized with SYLOS at 1kHz,
which improves the laser temporal contrast by >102 and
enables the beamline to operate in HC mode. In LC mode, the
beam passes through the chamber unaffected. This unit
features all-reﬂective attenuation optics for alignment pur-
poses as well as automated beam pointing correction and
stabilization optics.
The main beam (Main) then propagates into a second
vacuum chamber (sub-system s2), where the ﬁrst auxiliary IR
beam (Aux. 1) is generated by extracting a fraction of the
high-energy Main beam. Aux.1 is spatially shaped and sent
through a variable delay line, with respect to Main, in order to
Figure 28. The basic principle of the attosecond lighthouse. (a) Attosecond pulse train from pulses without wavefront rotation. (b) Attosecond
pulse train from pulses with wavefront rotation. [94] (2017) Figure reprinted with permission of Springer.
Figure 29. Block diagram of the proposed SYLOS SHHG beamline at ELI-ALPS. Red arrows indicate the Main and Auxiliary IR pulses
while the blue arrow indicates the attosecond XUV pulses.
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control the plasma density gradient on the SHHG target
downstream in sub-systems4. The Main beam is sent through
a wedge pair assembly to achieve spatially isolated SAP
generation via the attosecond lighthouse effect [81, 94].
Subsequently it then goes through a chirped mirror
compressor in order to optimize temporal compression on
the SHHG target in sub-system s4 while minimizing
B-integral effects inside the bulk material of the wedges.
Main is ﬁnally sent onto a deformable mirror to correct
wavefront aberrations and to optimize the focus on the SHHG
target in sub-system s4.
The Main and Aux.1 beams then propagate into the third
vacuum chamber (sub-system s3) which contains insertable
beam sampling optics used to send the IR pulses to be
characterized in the following manner:
• Temporal proﬁle of Aux.1 (Wizzler by FASTLITE or
FROG outside the chamber)
• Temporal proﬁle of Main under vacuum (D-SCAN [144]
with spectrometer outside the chamber, Wizzler inside the
chamber)
• Temporal contrast of Main (SEQUOIA by Amplitude
Technologies or TUNDRA by Ultrafast Innovations
outside the chamber)
• Spatio-temporal couplings of Main (TERMITES [145] or
SEA-F-SPIDER [146] outside the chamber)
Sub-system s3 also recombines the Main and Aux.1
beams and they co-propagate side-by-side into the fourth
vacuum chamber (sub-system s4) which features:
• Online beam sampling to measure the Main beam
wavefront
• Online beam sampling to optimize both focusing and
overlap of Main and Aux.1 beams on target
• Two focusing conﬁgurations (for Main and Aux. 1) to
switch between LC and HC modes
• An optically stabilized SHHG plasma mirror target device
synchronized with SYLOS at 1kHz
• Online electron and ion detectors to optimize the laser-
plasma interaction conditions
• Insertable spatial and spectral detectors to optimize the
SHHG regime
• Attosecond XUV pulses (Atto) generated by SHHG
• Few-femtosecond auxiliary IR pulse (Aux. 2): A selected
part of the Main beam reﬂected by the SHHG plasma mirror
• Split-mirror assembly, synchronizing and refocusing Atto
and Aux.2 pulses into sub-systems5.
Both Atto and Aux.2 pulses are then sent into a ﬁfth
chamber (sub-system s5) where they can be used for
attosecond pump–probe experiments. Both XUV and IR
beams are focused through a mm size differential pumping
hole ensuring UHV conditions inside the sub-systems5
Figure 30. (a) Schematic optical layout of the beamline. (b) 3D view of the SHHG SYLOS beamline design showing the different sub
systemss1-5. The SYLOS laser entry to the beam line is from the left of the ﬁgure.
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where both the Atto and Aux.2 pulses can be spatially,
spectrally and temporally characterized. This chamber can be
easily modiﬁed to accommodate user experiments.
3.5.5. Detailed description of the five sub-systems of SHHG
SYLOS development beamline. The complete beamline with
all the separate sub-systems is shown in ﬁgure 30. The
functionality (ﬁgure 30(a)) and the constituent components
(ﬁgure 30(b)) of each of the ﬁve sub-systems are discussed
below in detail.
Sub-systems1: Plasma mirror for pulse contrast clean-
ing. This part of the system improves the temporal contrast of
the driving laser beam by suppressing pre-pulses and
preceding pulse pedestals. High-power lasers contain nano-
second-advanced pre-pulse and picosecond-wide pedestals
which, when focused on a solid surface, produce a pre-plasma
and diminish the steepness of the plasma mirror (increased
plasma scale length), with highly detrimental effects on the
spatio-temporal properties as well as the efﬁciency of the
SHHG process [92]. Hence a driving laser pulse with high
temporal contrast is desired so that no pre-plasma is created.
A plasma mirror for pre-pulse cleaning will be developed
[100, 147], based on a rotating round (∅ 40 cm) optically
polished substrate [99] with sub-500 μrad angular stability.
The high temporal contrast already provided by the SYLOS
laser will enable this PM device to work in a regime of
signiﬁcantly higher peak intensity than previous implementa-
tions. This allows for a smaller laser spot size and closer shot
spacing and thus optimizes the available PM surface which is
refreshed for each laser shot at 1kHz repetition rate.
Sub-systems2: Main and Auxiliary laser beam shaping.
This sub-system spatio-temporally shapes the few-cycle
driving beam. The SYLOS pulses will enter the beamline
with a negative chirp, that is fully compensated for by a
combination of a pair of quartz wedge plates and a set of
dielectric chirped mirrors. The wedges also introduce the
angular dispersion used in the attosecond lighthouse method
[81]. Any other spatial and temporal shaping required for
experiments can also be introduced in this area. The Main
pulse will be wavefront shaped by a deformable mirror. The
inﬂuence of spatial and temporal beam shaping has never
been investigated for SHHG in the past and will open a new
SHHG research domain. Furthermore, in this sub-system, the
auxiliary laser beam is split off the Main beam before being
spatially shaped, delayed or advanced with respect to the
Main pulse with <10 fs precision over a 1ns range.
Sub-systems3: Laser Diagnostics. This sub-system is
dedicated to complete spatio-temporal characterization of the
driving laser beam. Here, the Main and auxiliary laser beams
are recombined to co-propagate side by side further into sub-
system s4. The Main beam can once more be attenuated by a
factor 102 or 104 for alignment and diagnostics purposes,
before recombination. Insertable mirrors send the Main beam
to a range of spatio-temporal diagnostics, section 3.5.4.
Sub-systems4: SHHG for generating XUV attosecond
pulses. SHHG generation will occur within this sub-system
by the interaction of the tightly focused Main beam on a
polished solid target at 1 kHz repetition rate. Each pulse will
hit an identical fresh spot on the target surface. The circular
target will thus be rotated at high rotational speed, ﬁgure 27
and will generate high-order harmonics for at least an hour.
This will be realized with a similar rotating target holder
developed for the PM contrast cleaning in sub-systems1.
However, the tight laser focusing and corresponding very
short Rayleigh length needed for SHHG require that the
rotating target’s position normal to its surface needs to be
actively stabilized with nanometer precision.
The beams Main and Aux.1 will be focused onto the
target at ◦45 incidence by the same off-axis parabolic mirror.
The ROM and CWE regimes of SHHG will be achieved in
the same interaction chamber by changing the focusing
geometry between f/1.5 and f/6 focusing i.e., using two
different parabolic mirrors with different focal lengths with
the same incoming Main beam diameter.
The plasma gradient scale length, controlled via the
properties and the delay of the Aux.1 pulse preceding the
Main pulse, will be measured with spatial domain inter-
ferometry (SDI) [148]. For this measurement, the Main pulse
is transformed to a plasma expansion probe pulse by adding
an intensity mask in the Main beam path prior to the focusing
parabola. This mask is a simple blocker with periodic holes
which causes a diffraction pattern in the focal plane. The
spacing between the zero-order peak and the ﬁrst-order ring is
chosen so that only the former be reﬂected by the expanding
plasma prepared by the Aux.1 pulse before and the latter
provides a constant reference. This ultimately leads to
intensity modulations in the Main beam far-ﬁeld depending
on the plasma gradient scale length and can be controlled by
the Aux.1-Main delay and other parameters. These spatial
intensity modulations thus allow retrieval of the shape of the
plasma and its expansion velocity.
To capture the XUV spatial proﬁle, an MCP and a
phosphor screen assembly will be inserted directly into the
beam path before the spectrometer grating. The phosphor
screen signal will be imaged by another CCD camera. The
XUV spectrum is measured at the end of sub-systems5.
Electron and ion diagnostics can be placed between the
specular direction and the target normal and to a lesser extent
between the specular direction and the target grazing direction.
A gold coated elliptical or toroidal mirror (100×282mm2)
used at grazing incidence for broadband XUV reﬂectivity will
image the XUV source (on the SHHG target surface) in a 2f–2f
geometry onto an exit pinhole leading to sub-systems5. In order
to enable both XUV–IR and XUV–XUV pump–probe schemes
with attosecond resolution, the mirror is sub divided into a
central (60-mm high) and an outer part which reﬂect XUV and
IR light, respectively. The central component is further divided
into an upper and a lower half, which can each be displaced, by
piezoelectric elements, relative to one another and the outer part
in the direction normal to the mirror surface with ~100 nm
precision.
Sub-systems5: Attosecond Diagnostics. This part of the
beamline is dedicated to spatio-temporal and spectral
characterization of the attosecond XUV pulses. It will provide
UHV conditions and is connected to sub-systems4 via a
millimeter-sized differential pumping pinhole placed around
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the intermediate XUV-source image created by the grazing
incidence focusing mirror mentioned in subsections4. A
second mirror, identical to the previous focusing mirror
without the split conﬁguration, will create a second XUV
source image further downstream where detectors can be
suitably placed. A combined electron and ion TOF spectro-
meter and an ion microscope [149, 150] will be the default
detectors placed in this sub-system for regular temporal and
spatial characterization of the XUV pulses.
Attosecond temporal characterization of the SHHG will
be performed either by using the FROG-CRAB (streaking)
[151] or the PROOF [138] technique, using the electron TOF.
An alternative approach for temporal metrology is single-shot
autocorrelations using the technique described in [152] with
the ion microscope. The XUV focal spot size and the peak
intensity would be calibrated using the ion microscope [150].
At the end of this sub-system, an XUV spectrometer will
be placed in the diverging XUV beam for an online
measurement of the XUV spectrum. It will consist of an
entrance slit, a ﬂat ﬁeld spherical XUV grating (1200 l/mm,
112×282 mm2—suitable for several attosecond lighthouse
beamlets) and an MCP with a phosphor screen assembly
(10×10 cm2). The signal on the phosphor screen will be
imaged by a sensitive 12-bit CCD camera.
3.5.6. Initial specifications of SHHG SYLOS. Table 11
summarizes the initially targeted SHHG source parameters
which will be further optimized and developed through
additional R&D.
3.5.7. Pump–probe experiments with implementation phase
beamline. The XUV attosecond beam parameters available
during the initial phase of the SHHG SYLOS are expected to
be sufﬁcient to perform XUV pump and XUV probe
experiments. Different pump–probe conﬁgurations are
envisioned in view of diverse potential experiments [97]
and also to develop a ﬂexible beamline. Details about the
pump–probe conﬁgurations which will be available in the
SHHG SYLOS beamline are summarized in the table 12.
3.5.8. Conclusions. The new approach of creating and
controlling plasma mirrors for SHHG provides opportunity
for exciting new science, potential applications and also
serious technological challenges to overcome. The unique
properties of SHHG promises to generate extremely high
intensity coherent attosecond XUV emission. This new
intensity level in attosecond XUV pulses might open areas
to explore the physics of XUV-XUV non-linear optics
[97, 153] and ultrafast probing of superdense plasmas [98].
4. End stations
The spectral range and pulse parameters described in the pre-
vious sections will provide access to a range of dynamical
processes, and to facilitate such measurements, different types of
experimental end stations will be available at ELI-ALPS. Each
beamline is equipped with a basic set of tools that are primarily
used for pulse diagnostics, as previously described, but can
equally well be applied to user experiments. These comprise
micro-focusing units (for m6 m spot diameters), effusive gas
jets, cold particle beams, photoelectron and ion mass spectro-
meters (45° acceptance angle, 20–200eV energy range,
<1%resolution), photon spectrometers (VUV and XUV
Table 11. Targeted initial speciﬁcations for SHHG SYLOS development beamline.
Attosecond pulse specs SYLOS Phase 1 SYLOS Phase 2
APT SAP APT SAP
Spectral rangea 8–40eV 6–20eV 8–60eV 6–40eV
Pulse energy at the SHHG sourcea 1–10μJ 0.3–3μJ 3–30μJ 1–10μJ
Pulse energy at the end station interaction regiona 0.3–3μJ 0.1–1μJ 1–10μJ 0.3–3μJ
Pulse duration at the end station interaction regiona <10 fs <1 fs <5 fs <1 fs
Spot size at the end station interaction region <10 μm <10 μm <10 μm <10 μm
Beam divergence emitted from SHHG source <1 rad
Polarization state linear, horizontal
a
Estimations based on single-shot long-pulse high-energy laser experiments.
Table 12. Possible initial pump–probe combinations available for SHHG SYLOS development beamline.
Implemented pump–probe schemes
SYLOS Phase 1 SYLOS Phase 2
APT SAP APT SAP
SHHG interaction region IR—IR (Main–Aux.1)
End station interaction
region
XUV—IR
(Atto–Aux.2)
XUV—IR (Atto–Aux.2) XUV—IR
(Atto–Aux.2)
XUV—IR (Atto–Aux.2)
End station interaction
region
— XUV–XUV (Atto–Atto in
lighthouse mode)
— XUV–XUV (Atto–Atto in
lighthouse mode)
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spectral range, <0.2 nm resolution) and an ion microscope
(spatial resolution of 1μm). The instrument design permits
ﬂexibility in the choice of the photon source through compat-
ibility with any of the XUV-D and CAMP chambers of the
SYLOS beamlines or the CH-03 chambers of the HR beamlines.
For more advanced experiments, ELI-ALPS will also maintain a
range of specialized end stations, as described in the following.
4.1. Reaction microscope
The reaction microscope (ReMi, also known as cold target
recoil ion momentum spectrometer COLTRIMS) permits the
simultaneous correlated detection of positively and negatively
charged photoreaction fragments [154]. It consists of a cold
particle beam source, a 3D detector and mass spectrometer for
ions and a 3D detector for electrons. Magnetic conﬁnement is
used to achieve a 4π collection solid angle up to 200eV. As a
result, experiments involving a single atom, molecule or cluster
interacting with a deﬁnite number of photons can be realized.
In this case, the momentum vector of all fragments can be
reconstructed, providing full kinematic information about the
photoreaction event [155]. A prominent example is the two-
photon double ionization of He; a two-photon process that
results in a doubly charged He ion and two photoelectrons that
share the excess energy in a distinct manner depending on the
pulse parameters. This energy sharing is a result of electron
correlations during and after the two-photon absorption. In a
similar manner, the doubly differential yield of the photo-
dissociation of molecular hydrogen can provide full access to
the freely evolving dynamics of the electronic and nuclear
system of the molecule after photon interaction [156]. While
these particular systems may be considered primarily of aca-
demic interest, they are highly signiﬁcant and central to the
modeling and interpretation of photoreactions in larger sys-
tems, e.g. multi-electron atoms and molecules. Non-linear
experiments of this type [157, 158] require high peak inten-
sities on the order of 1014W cm–2, variable pulse durations or
pump–probe schemes and a controlled XUV photon energy
range. This unique ﬂexibility in pulse parameters will be pro-
vided by the SYLOS driven beamlines. The apparent limitation
of the 1kHz repetition rate resulting in longer acquisition times
is offset by the high pulse-to-pulse and long-time stability of
the photon sources. When the ReMi is attached to the HR
beamlines, it will be able to harness the full potential of the
100kHz pulse repetition rate to generate data with unprece-
dented levels of statistics. There is a strong emphasis on two-
color XUV/IR/UV-VIS, IR multi-photon and strong-ﬁeld
interactions. These schemes can investigate the dynamics of
molecular photodissociation in free [8] or in coupled (dressed)
condition [159], charge migration and energy transport across
molecules and culminate in charge directed reactivity and
coherent control of photoreactions [160].
4.2. Condensed phase and surface science end station
Investigations of electronic processes in solids on the atto-
second time scale have only recently begun [6, 41, 161, 162],
but are expected to dramatically increase with the availability
of suitable sources and instruments. At ELI-ALPS, there will
be a powerful and versatile end station dedicated to ultrafast
surface and bulk dynamics in condensed matter. Its central
part will be a photoelectron emission microscope (PEEM)
with enhanced lateral, energy, momentum and spin resolving
capabilities. This device can operate in different modes: as a
PEEM without energy resolution (<50 nm lateral resolution),
an energy ﬁltered PEEM (<50 meV resolution, 0–1800 eV
range) alternatively with both electrostatic and TOF analy-
zers, an averaging or local photoelectron spectrometer, and as
a momentum microscope (local ARPES) to map the k-space
(10 mÅ−1 resolution, 4Å−1 range). To ensure reproducible
and well controlled sample quality, the PEEM chamber is
coupled to an in situ sample preparation and characterization
unit. Common usages of this device are the selection of a
speciﬁc location of a specimen from a 2–1000μm region, the
imaging of the near-surface morphology with optional che-
mical selectivity, the analysis of the chemical composition
through the photoemission spectrum from a spatial region
down to 80nm, and the mapping of the band structure, all
in a well controlled environment without disrupting the
surface chemistry. All these measurements can also be
time-resolved, and access to the dynamical properties of
these quantities is again provided by various pump–probe
schemes that become possible with the ELI-ALPS primary
and secondary sources and their ﬁne synchronization. This
combination will permit the study of the dynamics of pho-
toemission (tr-PE), electronic correlations and collective
excitations, electron transport, transient and unoccupied
states (tr-2PPE), band structures and molecular orbitals (tr-
ARPES). An exciting aspect of the sub-fs time resolution is
that processes can be observed before dephasing, scattering
or breakdown become signiﬁcant.
This end station, in combination with attosecond light
pulses, is also a powerful tool to study electronic excitations
and transport in plasmonic and excitonic nanostructures and
interfaces. The high temporal and spatial resolution over-
comes ensemble averaging and ultrafast dephasing, which are
characteristic to these systems, and permits exploring possi-
bilities to apply their ultrafast response to information pro-
cessing applications. Other advanced opportunities for this
end station can be found in strongly correlated systems, where
photoinduced electronic phase transitions are predicted to
proceed on the sub-fs time scale. In order to gain access to the
spin degree of freedom—and thus to magnetisation dynamics
—the end station can be equipped with a spin polarizer
located just after the energy ﬁlter [163]. Moreover, it was
recently demonstrated that the RABITT approach is also
applicable to solid surfaces, e.g. for the analysis of photo-
emission delays [164]. At the future condensed matter end
station of ELI-ALPS, similar measurements will be feasible
with lateral, angular and spin resolution.
Narrow-band pulses in the few fs range (0.1–1 eV),
described in section 3.2, will be available by spectral
selection using a time-preserving monochromator. This,
combined with the long wavelength IR-MIR-THz pulses,
will permit selective addressing of the spin, electronic or
nuclear sub-systems and investigating their couplings, thus
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enabling full access to condensed matter science with the
resources of ELI-ALPS.
4.3. Velocity map imaging spectrometers
The VMI spectrometer has become a standard tool in AMO
science if information about the angular or momentum dis-
tribution of photo-ejected electrons or ions is required. The
basic idea of the VMI is to measure the 3D velocity dis-
tribution of a charged particle from its 2D projection on an
imaging detector. The standard design of a VMI was pro-
posed in the 90s by Parker et al [165]; it consists of three
electrodes creating an inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld that
accelerates charged particles (ions or electrons) towards a
two dimensional position sensitive detector, usually com-
posed of microchannel plates followed by a phosphor screen
and a CCD camera. In its normal functioning mode, the three
electrodes create an electrostatic potential that acts as a lens
to focus the trajectories of particles having identical
momentum on a speciﬁc position of the detector. This
focusing effect requires that the energy acquired by the
particle because of the electric ﬁeld is much higher than its
initial kinetic energy. In that case, the particles have ballistic
trajectories, and there is a simple bijective relation between
the 2D projection and the initial 3D momentum distribution.
Optimal operation of a VMI spectrometer also requires that
the particles are emitted from a small volume of typically
1mm3 size (interaction volume between the light and the
target), above which the energy resolution is deteriorated. In
usual 3D momentum spectroscopy, the 3D momentum
components are extracted from three co-ordinates (for
instance: the two position co-ordinates of the particle on the
detector and its arrival time). In standard VMI spectrometry,
one coordinate is lost due to the high electric ﬁeld required
for the projection (i.e. the arrival time is determined by the
ﬁeld strength, not by the initial momentum of the particle).
However, by assuming that the momentum distribution has a
cylindrical symmetry, it is possible to recover the 3D velo-
city distribution from its 2D projection. In practice, cylind-
rical symmetry can be assumed if the light polarization is
linear and set parallel to the detector plane. Consequently,
on the contrary to direct 3D spectrometry (such as reaction
microscope) where each measured particle carries all infor-
mation of its 3D momentum vector, in VMI, a large number
of particles have to be recorded to access the entire projec-
tion and thereby allow momentum reconstruction. A number
of algorithms (for example Abel Inversion, Onion Peeling
and polynomial ﬁtting procedure) accomplish this recon-
struction of the momentum distribution with varying conv-
ergence efﬁciency and accuracy.
Other experimental approaches allow avoiding the 3D to
2D projection effect by recording the position and arrival time
of the particle on a time resolving detector. This has been used
both for ion and electron momentum measurement, and is
known as 3D momentum imaging. One of the advantages of
the VMI is its simplicity and versatility. It has a 4π collection
efﬁciency, with equal detection efﬁciency for slow and high-
energy particles. This means that is it better than usual
spectrometry for phenomena where slow electrons (<eV) are
involved. It can handle a large number of particles per shot
when no coincidence mode is used (it can work in basic analog
mode). The typical resolution ΔE/E is a few percent, and can
be improved by using a series of additional electrostatic lenses,
so that the particle energy range that the VMI can detect rises
from a few meV up to keV. ELI-ALPS will host a VMI end
station with two VMI spectrometers, one designed for low (eV)
and the other for high (keV) energy charged particles. The
installation will be combined with cold particle jets and high
density effusive sources [166] operating in pulsed or con-
tinuous mode. These several conﬁgurations will be suited for
100kHz (HR) and 1kHz (SYLOS) beamlines. The VMI
spectrometers will also be adaptable to the Mid-IR source.
The interest of measuring energy and angular distribution
of electrons and ions in strong ﬁeld and attosecond experi-
ments is highlighted by the many results obtained in many
labs all over the world, and arises from the fact that they deal
with light electric ﬁelds with speciﬁc temporal structure and
symmetries (linear, circular) that interact with quantum
objects that themselves carry speciﬁc symmetries. As a result,
the output of a reaction carries speciﬁc angular distributions
and energy structures. To mention a few examples, ion
angular distribution was used to reveal attosecond coherent
control of molecular dissociation and charge localization
using CEP stable pulses or two-color XUV-IR attosecond
pulse schemes. Electron measurements were used to extract
phase information of electron wavepackets or record complex
interference patters arising from scattering, holographic or
diffraction processes. In combination with VMI spectroscopy,
ELI-ALPS’ attosecond beamlines will allow similar experi-
ments to be carried out on much more complex—and a larger
variety of—targets, including biomolecules, nanoparticles,
clusters and molecular assemblies.
4.4. Magnetic bottle electron spectrometer
Non-linear photo effects are weak processes, and despite the
high peak intensities of the ELI-ALPS XUV sources, care
must be taken to collect the photoelectrons efﬁciently, with
the lowest possible noise and the highest possible resolution.
These requirements can be simultaneously fulﬁlled by a
magnetic bottle TOF [167]. This consists of a high-resolution
TOF spectrometer combined with a strong, inhomogeneous
magnetic ﬁeld in the interaction region for collimation and a
low magnetic ﬁeld in the drift region for guidance of the
electron trajectories. As a result, a collection solid angle of π
and an energy resolution around 0.1% are achieved. Corre-
lated photoelectron detection is conceivable on the SYLOS
beamlines with a real-time readout. Another advantage is that
the interaction region can be free of electric ﬁelds, which
permits the undisturbed observation of ﬁeld-sensitive pro-
cesses. This instrument will facilitate dynamical studies of
above-threshold ionization, autoionization and interatomic
Coulomb decay in clusters and molecules.
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5. Conclusions
The primary, secondary sources and end stations that will be
available at the ELI-ALPS international facility have been
presented. The unique characteristics of the laser sources will
enable the beamlines to scale the characteristics of attosecond
pulses generated in gases at an unprecedented level of intensity
for high repetition rates (>1 kHz). The availability of different
beamlines will secure reliable operation for user experiments
whilst generating the possibility to test new technological
solutions for advancing the characteristics of attosecond pulses,
in terms of pulse energy and duration. Novel solutions for the
generation of highly intense attosecond pulses will be explored
using harmonic generation from surfaces. The presence of
permanent end stations will make it possible to extend atto-
second spectroscopy to systems of increasing complexity and
will give the opportunity to access challenging attosecond
technology to a large scientiﬁc community.
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